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Adam, delving

0

ne of the best of gifts fm m academic is the oppoctunity to '<Visit a place m text oe issue
hurried by or through at some earlier time, the permission and encouragement to return and linger
with something that should matter, but at an earlier time mattered too little. We tell our students
that great works of art and literature are those worth returning to, again and again, with new eyes.
You have not yet read a story or an essay if you have read it only once. Return to it. We say, "Take
a friend along; see it through your friend's eyes as well. Notice what you missed the first time. You
will not exhaust the riches." Philosophy is frequently more like the study of the arts than like a science in at least this respect; progress is made, to be sure, but the problem is not solved. It must be
returned to. We may have little incentive now to return to explore the cause of polio, but not so the
question of what makes a work of art good. Return to the question. You will discover new riches.
For this reason the life of a college professor is a good life. When things go well in the academy
we have the opportunity to return with our students or with our colleagues to what we earlier
passed over too quickly. "That's a problem I've never really had time to work through. How good
of you to come along to take me back to it." So it was for me in the spring of 1999. Three philosophy majors-Nate Holdren, Liz Wuerffel, and Scott Woodhouse-were journeying to Cambridge,
England for a semester at our overseas study program in Cambridge. How good of them! I could,
vicariously, return to Cambridge (I had directed the program 1993-95). Through them I could walk
those splendid streets, could rest among the flowers of St. John's in springtime, could sip 'Old
Growler' in my garden on a warm day in early summer. Not quite the same as being there, but not
a bad second.
They wanted philosophy too, and I could provide them that. "Let's do a reading course called
"Philosophy and Gardens: Art, Meaning and Beauty." They were bemused. To them the distance
between Athens and Stourhead seemed twice the distance of that between Athens and Jerusalem.
What could philosophy do with gardens and why would any philosopher care to do whatever philosophy can do with gardens?
It was a return for me, of course. A return to aesthetics first of all, a course I too seldom
teach but have loved from the day I first sat in Nick Wolterstorff's class. Much of contemporary
aesthetics is, to be sure, tedious (although each semester I'm surprised to learn just how out of sync
my tediometer-that instrument which finely measures tedium-is with that of my students}. There
are wonderful questions aplenty in philosophy of art. I had recently read Gordon Graham's introductory text in aesthetics and had found his discussion of aesthetic value immensely provocative
and quite persuasive. I was also interested in returning to questions of the relation between morality
and art, ethics and aesthetics. Yes, "The Art, Meaning and Beauty of Gardens."
It was a return, as well, to the English Garden. During our two years in Cambridge I had
watched my wife grow into a master gardener, a horticulturist licensed by the Royal Horticultural
Society. (My only British license is my driver's license, an achievement Melodie finds most
annoying, despite her greater accomplishments with British licenses.) What this meant for us,
among other things, was that my family and I experienced lots of English gardens and grew to love
these things English as well and, I might add, suffered-my daughter better than my son and I-the
Latin names of every green and pleasant thing therein. We delighted in my wife's enjoyment of the
gardens, delighted in the gardens, too, love and gardens each many-splendoured things. But puzzles emerged. Was my experience of the gardens as rich and meaningful, aesthetically speaking, as
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that of Melodie? Did the knowledge she had of the plants make a difference for her aesthetic experience? Would my familiarity with the history of the garden qualitatively improve my aesthetic
experience of the garden, equaling or surpassing Melodie's botanically informed experience? These
questions are familiar to those who work in the new field of environmental aesthetics, a recent cottage industry having developed largely in response to philosopher Allen Carlson's essays arguing
that the aesthetic appreciation of nature is dependent upon a detailed knowledge of biology and the
environment. That question I could return to, and the English Garden as well.
The immediate stimulus for the philosophical return to the English Garden was the publication of Stephanie Ross's fine What Gardens Mean, reviewed in this issue by one of the Cambridge
threesome, Scott Woodhouse. Ross is interested in the standard questions of aesthetics and interested in philosophical questions related to gardens for their own sake as well as for the light an
examination of gardens might throw upon some vexed questions of aesthetics. She explores a particular moment in garden history, the development of the English landscape garden (immediately
preceded by the English Restoration Garden so ably discussed by Jennifer Eiben Gervasio in this
issue). The eighteenth century is the century of philosophy par excellence, great philosophy being
done in Scotland's bold and bracing winds while the English tended their gardens in the gentler
breezes of the South. But if a pleasant clime does not always produce great philosophy, it does contribute much to great gardens. Ross, thus, wanders Stowe, Stourhead, and Painshill in search of an
understanding and assessment of Walpole's claim that gardening "will forever by men of Taste" be
deemed a sister to the arts of poetry and painting. Gardening an art form equal to painting and
poetry? What could be made of such a claim? What should be made of such a claim? We would
read Ross together to see and, in doing so, I would return to English gardens.
Life itself is gift, we know, memory a gift of return to that which we have known and sometimes loved. Walter Wangerin's essay evokes memories of my childhood experience of gardening
with no farmer like Martin Bohlmann (or, for that matter, like Walt himself) but with my father
who would grow vegetables for our summer table. My father taught me all I knew of gardening
until I became a man, which was that it's a good thing to have a kid around to pick the rocks from
that marvelous red clay of the South in which, miraculously, things grow. I never learned as much
from my father as he wanted me to learn but he seemed not to hold that against me on those occasions when he ate the fruit of my garden; he did frown disapprovingly upon noting my inclination
to work around stones. But I did learn from him something about the goodness of the vegetable
garden and I learned from my mother, I think, the wonder of at least one flower, (did she plant
others and I not notice?) the snapdragon, Antirrhinum majus, a playful bloomer no child's garden
should be without. My parents died during the early part of our course, requiescant in pace, my
mother's memory having left her much earlier than her life. They returned, almost together, to the
ground from which they were first created.
As Vigen Guroian observes in his splendid little Inheriting Paradise: Meditations on Gardening,
the seasons of the gardener offer insight as well into that other great cycle dear to this journal and
this university, the cycle of the church year. Few books are so wise and deeply humane as Thomas
Lynch's The Undertaking: Life Studies from the Dismal Trade. With characteristic wit and wisdom,
he returns us to that first garden and that early theological troubler, the fortunate fall. Fredrick
Barton, too, returns us to the garden, and not just in his discussion of Magnolia. Barton goes back
to Tom Lynch's questions, the questions of that first garden-how do we love well and rightly the
garden we inhabit and the Gardener? How do we learn such a love?
It is gift, all is gift, we remember as we return this season to another garden with its empty
tomb, a garden whose meaning is read only in that empty tomb. What is before you now is gift,
encouraged and forwarded by students, supported by a committee interested in collaborative
research of faculty and students (despite an administrator's worry that this research looked like just
another Kennedy junket to England). Gift of a generous editor willing to indulge a friend and magnanimous writers pointing our return to the garden. Return to those gardens, look again, this time
with new friends. We will not soon exhaust the garden's riches. This Cresset is not quite the same as
being at Stourhead, Hidcote, or Sissinghurst, of course. But, to my mind, not a bad second.
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why be a Lutheran in the new millennium?

Pamela Fickenscher
It's Sunday morning, and I'm "unloading church" from my car to a theater. A half -dozen
others are hauling in instruments, vats of coffee and a makeshift altar, preparing for a worship service at 11 a.m. Most days I am thankful that, unlike most of my pastoral colleagues, I don't have to
preach until 11, and some Sundays I even get to sleep past 7. But on this particular day it's icy, and
really cold, and I envy the people who don't have to worry about dropping their communion chalices between the parking lot and the altar.
We call ourselves "Spirit Garage, the Church with the Really Big Door." This is a ministry that
I began but have never felt that I control. It wasn't even my idea, but I found myself in the right
place at the right time, when a Minneapolis congregation decided something intentional had to be
done to reach out to the thousands of young adults living in this neighborhood. They gave me a
salary, a budget, and my ordination papers. Where we would meet, what the worship would look
like, how we would attract people, and even what we would call it was left up to me. That much
freedom is a frightening thing, a lesson in why a good dose of tradition makes our lives easier.
In a little over 2 years Spirit Garage has worshipped in 3 different places, becoming a community of about 150 "regulars", with a wider circle of about 1000 friends who have come and gone,
sat on the edges or offered up prayers for us. Most days, I think we're just a church: we worship,
pray, feed each other, study, discuss, serve and argue with each other. We collect offerings for our
ministry and give 30o/o of them away to "least of these." We baptize and marry-but so far have yet
to bury one of our own. We've had great celebrations, near deaths, ongoing disagreements.
If anyone asks, we say Spirit Garage is "Lutheran under the hood." I make no secret about my
own Lutheran background, but the label doesn't mean much to people who aren't sure they would
call themselves Christian. What we do understand here is that grace is the bottom line. As I look out
on my congregation I see a young man struggling to stay off of cocaine, a handful of women recovering from eating disorders, and a lot of people with serious reservations about "organized" religion. Many of them hate their jobs, most are scared silly by the idea of marriage, and few of them
would be able to make their way through the Apostles' Creed without falling silent on a phrase or
two. I suspect we're not really all that different from "traditional" churches; it's just that our warts
are more exposed.
Every Sunday we gather in God's name in a nondescript theater. I preach in a conversational
tone, we offer up prayers, and then we gather around the table, which is small because it has to fit in
someone's car at the end of the service. The band-led by the prototypical long-haired guitaristleads the congregation in songs that sound like bar tunes (we just changed the words). In fact, many
of them are secular tunes that we've re-worked to serve as worship music. No one would call them
Lutheran hymns unless they were aware of Brother Martin's penchant for turning drinking songs
into sacred fare.
When darkness seems to hide his face
I rest on this unchanging grace
While all around my soul gives way
He is my strength, my hope, my stay
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The irony of my heading this ministry is that three years ago I would have been perfectly
happy to sing the LBW version of this same hymn, leading a congregation in traditional, even "highchurch" liturgy. I had little patience for what I perceived to be theologically bland and musically
saccharine "contemporary praise" tunes. I was looking forward to wearing my full collection of colorful stoles and preaching from the lectionary, and I would not have named "evangelism" or "youth
work" as primary spiritual gifts. But somewhere between seminary and here, I began to notice that I
was usually the only single young adult in the congregations I was attending or serving. My peers
had, for the most part, given up on church, unless they found one that was a helpful vehicle for
social activism. I was even privy to conversations about whether one could claim a "Lutheran identity" on the basis of ethos or ethnicity, without having to call oneself a "Christian." Most of the
Lutheran congregations I encountered had reciprocated with the old adage "they'll come back
when they have kids." I wasn't so sure.
Since beginning this ministry I have been challenged from a number of directions. Sometimes
it is my Lutheran colleagues who wonder how I justify this kind of worship. Does it still count if you
don't sing a Kyrie? You don't follow the lectionary every week? On occasion I'm exhorted, "If they
don't know the tradition, teach them!" (Teachers, help me out here. How do you get 20-somethings
to sign up for a no-credit course on something they've already decided is "boring"?) At other times
the challenge comes from more evangelical circles. Why celebrate the Supper if they haven't all
"made a decision for Christ"? Shouldn't you have a more extended period of "worship" (translation: 20-30 minutes of uninterrupted singing of simple melodies designed to trigger an emotional
response) instead of the back-and-forth word/response pattern of the liturgy?
Perhaps the traditionalists are right, and the only thing that will hold the church together
through the next millenium is preserving our worship traditions, holding the line against a culture
that is more interested in personality than in truth, that makes no distinction between a good story
and a true story, that says that anything that looks prepared must not be authentic.
Or perhaps the other camp is right: the graying of our churches means that traditional worship only speaks to one generation. And if worship doesn't change, the church will not survive that
generation's death. We will have to be more concerned with exegeting Simpsons episodes than with
following a lectionary. Maybe there's no point in trying to preserve Advent when the culture celebrates Christmas for the 3 weeks prior to December 25. If we're going to get the story across, we
can't hold it in reserve for Christmas Eve. Perhaps my work at Spirit Garage would be easier if we
had no allegiance to an ancient ordo. Maybe these postmoderns would respond better to a service
devoid of any consistent structure, moving from "worship" to prayer to preaching and back again
depending on how the Spirit moves.
Maybe it is confusing, introducing Christianity with a Lutheran twist rather than being soaked
in Lutheran music and northern European ethos on the one hand, or blandly "non-denominational"
on the other. All of our critics could be right, and-depending on the day-I will agree with most of
them.
But that is why I am still a Lutheran. I could be wrong. My ministry could be all wrong. But at
the end of the day I rest in God's unchanging grace, and at the end of the week our motley collection of half-believing sinners will gather at God's table, receive the signs of God's love for us, and
sing the question we all live inside:
"how long, how wide, is the love of Christ?"
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One Man on a Tractor, Far Away
Walter Wangerin, Jr.

s pring,

2000, I own a john Deere 5000 '"ies farm rracw. Ir pulls" the pow" of forty
horses, more than enough to handle the work I do on twenty-four acres: light plowing, disking,
dragging timber from the woods, mowing, stretching fence, chipping tree limbs, grading, hauling.
After the noise and the confinement of the inner city, this machine represents breadth to me and
breathing to my spirit. It is well suited to the cultivation of our modest crops, berry bushes, hickory
and walnut trees, strawberry hills, scattered stands of apple trees, a large vegetable garden.
Though the tractor cannot make a farmer of me, it affords me something of the farmer's view
of creation. It allows and empowers my own participation in the rhythms of the natural world. It
has moved me truly out-of-doors. And because of this particular tool, I do now depend for heat and
food on the yield of the earth.
To me, therefore, this machine-running on diesel fuel, with hydraulics and a PTO turning at
540-seems mighty, a heroic thing.
But you know better, don't you?
In the fidd of farm tractors, my Deere is as small as they run. Most of the tractors you see in
the fields work at thrice my power. And who hasn't watched a few of those larger behemoths that
cut swaths as wide as avenues, wearing double tires on every wheel, pulling several gangs of plows
and harrows, while the farmer/operator sits bunkered in an air-conditioned cab, observing the turn
and the track of his tires through a television monitor.
Me, I take the weather on my head. I mow at a width of six feet. And mine is but a twobottom
plow.
Nevertheless, as small as my tractor is today, smaller still was the first tractor purchased by my
father-in-law, Martin Bohlmann, in the late 1940's when his daughter Ruthanne was six years old.
Spring, 1967: At the age of twenty-three I sat down to eat supper with the farmer and his family in
their spacious kitchen. The evening air was warm, moist, rich, loamy. Mrs. Bohlmann had cut andplaced fresh jonquils and daffodils around the kitchen. I smiled and nodded much to the family
around me. I had come courting their sister and their daughter.
There were eight of us at the table, though it could accommodate fifteen people at least.
Martin and Gertrude had home fourteen children. They buried one in infancy, and now had watched
nearly all the others leave for college.
We prayed and ate. Potatoes and vegetables had been raised in Gertrude's garden. Popcorn in
the near rows of corn. Milk came from their dairy cows. And every one of them could describe to
me how the sausages, hams, chops and lard had once been a hog hung up in the frost of autumn and
butchered in the barnyard.
This intimacy with creation was not, of course, romantic. It was necessity. The house and the
kitchen where we ate were rented. The whole property was rented. Never did Martin pay income
tax; his income never approached a taxable figure. Nor ever in all his life did he own the land he
worked. What he did own was the work he put in and the food he took out. For the Bohlmanns it

Now let us praise
our fathers, and
the ground
they have
bequeathed
to us.

was a short distance from the earth to their stomachs and back to earth again. Thanne remembers
the outhouse.
We ate a huge supper together, the farmer, his family, his daughter and me.
When we were finished Martin put a toothpick in the corner of his mouth and read out loud a
brief devotion. Then he pushed back his chair and went outside.
I followed as far as the porch.
In twilight the farmer, wearing faded coveralls, strolled into the field west of the house. He
paused. He stood in silhouette, the deep green sky framing his body with such hard precision that I
could see even that toothpick twiddling in his mouth.
Soon he bent down to the ground; then he knelt down on one knee and thrust his right hand
into the soil. He took a handful and squeezed it. Next he relaxed his fingers, raining the soft dirt
down upon the palm of his left. Suddenly Martin brought both hands to his face. He sniffed. He
switched the toothpick and touched the tip of his tongue to the soil. Then he rose again, softly clapping his two hands clean, and slipping them behind the bib of the overalls. He stood there, Martin
Bohlmann, gazing across the field, black as iron in the gloaming, his elbows forming the joints of
folded wings-and I thought, How peaceful! How completely peaceful is this man.
It caused in me a sort of sadness, a nameless elemental yearning.

Summer, the late 40's: Martin purchased that first tractor of his-a John Deere exactly as green as
mine, but smaller and less powerful than mine-at the only price he could afford, something less
than two hundred dollars. "Billig," he judged the sale-which could be translated "Cheap," but
which in his mouth meant, "Such a deal!" He bought it used from one of his neighbors. The machine
wasn't even two years old, but it had kept stalling. In the barnyard, in the field, it quit, then refused
to produce a spark for starting it again, however hard the poor man cranked it.
The neighbor figured he was selling aggravation.
Martin, on the other hand, was buying a sturdy servant, not only with cash but also with character: two hundred dollars bought the cold equipment; patience and peace bought time to examine
it with a complete attention, his mind untroubled, undivided; and mother-wit bought the tractor's
life again.
In those days tractors used a magneto generator. My father-in-law opened it and discovered a
loose washer inside. The washer had shifted whenever the tractor bumped over rough ground,
shorting the coils and killing the engine. Martin removed the washer and used that tractor as long as
ever he farmed. It was there when I came courting Ruthanne. It was there when he finally retired at
the age of seventy and auctioned off all his farming equipment.
1900-1950: Martin Bohlmann was born with the century. His relationship with the earth, therefore, was established long before society developed more and more technologies for separating
human creatures from the rest of creation.
Throughout his young manhood, farming was the labor of muscle and bone, hoof and hand.
The very first successful gasoline tractor wasn't produced until1892. In 1907 there were a bare 600
tractors in the whole of the United States.
Thanne still remembers the years when her father plowed behind draft horses, steady animals
with hooves the size of her head. "Prince" and "Silver," Martin called them. Often as a little girl she
was sent to lead the beasts to water. And this is one reason why she remembers those years so well:
it frightened the child to walk between two massive motors of rolling hide, her own eyes lower than
their shoulders. The quicker she went, the quicker they took their mighty paces, until she thought
she could never stop them.
Her father, however, commanded them mutely, a gesture, a cluck, a tap of the bridle. Silent
farmer. Silent, stolid horses. They were for him a living, companionable power. When they spent
days plowing fields together, their wordless communication became community. The farmer never
worked alone, was never isolated. And if the dog ran beside them, then there were four who shared
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a certain peace beneath the sky, four who could read and obey the rhythms of creation, four creatures, therefore, who dwelt in communion with the Creator.
Horses plowed. Horses mowed. Horses pulled the rake that laid the alfalfa in windrows to
dry-giving fields the long, strong lines of a darker green which looked like emotion in an ancient
face.
And when the hay was dry, horses pulled a flat wagon slowly by the windrows while one man
forked the hay up to another who stood on the wagon. That second man caught the bundles neatly
with his own fork and flicked them into an intricate cross-arrangement on the wagon, building the
hay tighter and higher, climbing his work as he did, climbing so high that when the horses pulled
the wagon to the barn, the man on his haystack could stare dead-level into the second-story windows of the farm-house.
Then horses pulled the rope that, over a metal wheel, hoisted the hay to the loft in the barn.
Martin and his neighbors made hayricks of the overflow. They thatched the tops against rain
and the snow to come. The work caused a gritty dust, and the dust caused a fearful itch on a
summer's day. But the work and the hay-fodder for fall and the winter to come-were a faithful
obedience to the seasons and the beasts, Adam and Eve responsible for Eden. Martin Bohlmann
knew that.
He milked the cows before sunrise. There was a time when he sat on a stool with his cheek
against a warm flank in winter. The cow would swing her head around to gaze at him with one
brown eye. He pinched the teats in the joint of his thumb and squeezed with the rest of his hand,
shooting a needle spritz into the pail between his feet. He lifted the full pail and sloshed a blue milk
into the can, then carried cans two by two outside.
The winter air had a bite. His boots squeaked on stiff snow as he lugged the cans to the milkhouse. The dawn was grey at the eastern horizon, the white earth ghostly, the cold air making clouds
at Martin's nostrils, and someone might say the farmer, alone in his barnyard, was lonely. He wasn't,
of course, either lonely or alone. His boots still steamed with the scent of manure; his cheek kept
the oil of the cattle's flank; the milk and the morning were holy. They were manifestations of the
Creator-and the work was Martin's peaceful obedience.

1992-1994: Near the western boundary of my acreage the land descends to a low draw through
which my neighbor's fields drain their runoff water. When we first moved here, the only way I
could get back to the woods and my writing studio was through that draw. But every spring the
thaw and the rain turned it into a stretch of sucking mud. In order to correct my problem, I laid a
culvert east-and-west over the lowest section, then hired a man with a diesel earth-shovel to dig a
pond on the east side of the draw and to pile that dirt over my culvert. I built a high bank, a dry
pathway wide enough to take the weight of my tractor. I seeded it with grass, and the grass grew
rich and green. Had God given us dominion over the earth? Well, I congratulated myself for having
dominated this little bit of earth-until the following spring, when an unusually hard storm
caused such a thundering flood that the earth broke and my metal culvert was washed down into
the pond.
I tried again. I paid several students from the university to help me re-set the culvert, redig and
re-pile the earth upon it. I walled the mouth of the culvert with rock and stone in order to teach the
water where to go! I re-seeded the whole, and during the summer months I watched ... as little runners found their little ways under the culvert. By spring the little runners had scoured out caves, and
the caves caused the culvert to slump in summer, so that by autumn my draw had returned again to
its primeval state: mud.
When was it my father-in-law came to visit then? I showed him my tractor. I showed him my
fields. I asked him, as always, a thousand voluble questions, which he answered, as always, with two
words and peace. My foolishness and my concomitant anxieties were swallowed up-always,
always-in the infinitude of Martin's patience.

I showed him my failed culvert.
He said, "Take your time. You've got time. Ask the water what she wants, then give her a new
way to do it."
1949 to the Present, and Even unto the End: When it idles, my John Deere 5000 makes a low muttering sound. At full throttle it produces a commanding growl. But its voice is muffled, modern.
Martin's first tractor uttered that steady pop-pop-pop-pop which, when it crossed fields to the
farmhouse, revealed the essential vastness of the earth and all skies.
Pop-pop-pop-pop! Look. Follow the sound with your eyes. See him moving slowly between
solitary cottonwoods: one man on a tractor far away, creeping the low land under the white cumulus
giants that people the blue sky. Look again and see yourself: for this is our true size upon the circle
of the earth, as Isaiah declares: Its inhabitants are like grasshopers.
Does such diminishment crush you? Does it oppress you or depress you, 0 lofty soul, to be
reduced to a plant-eating insect? Are you rather more inclined to take power over your environment, heating it and cooling it according to your physical comfort, as if you were the standard of
the weather? Are you happier imposing your time and your rhythms on creation, by computers and
cell-phones ignoring the seasons, crushing years into a single day? 0 Child of an Insulating Technology! OCitizen of the self-styled "First World"-encountering creation through car windows and
TV screens, thou art seldom rain-wet, seldom sunstruck, never in darkness if you do not wish it,
never in conscious communion with the soil, ignorant of diurnal rhythms, ever an alien here on the
earth, one who is alerted to her presence only when she turns around and dominates your pitiful
dominion over her by the convulsions we call hurricanes, tornadoes, blizzards, acts which we assign
to God.
And assess your present condition: are you any less anxious for all your technologies? Surely
patience is not one of the virtues of E-mail. Are you more peaceful for the distance you've established between the earth and your stomach? Between your stomach and the earth again? From what
does such an absolute antisepsis protect you?
If people are answering "Peace, peace," where there is in fact no peace; if the loss of the times
of the sun and the moon cause you anxiety (since you must create the day for yourself, while your
boss is changing the seasons); if Isaiah's grasshopper offends you, then I beg you, escape. Leave the
palace of our dizzy technologies. Go out and garden. Plant things. Cultivate them. Pick them and
eat them. Be forced to watch the weather, to read and interpret the skies. Try dependence on the
creations of God at least as much as you depend on the inventions of humankind.
For which would you rather obey? Which of the two is the one that loves you, even unto the
end?
Go, I suggest, to the farmer.
How peaceful! How completely peaceful was the man! In 1967 that observation filled me with a
melancholy longing.
But Thanne and I were married August 24, 1968, and for nearly three decades thereafter I was
the farmer's son-in-law, visiting him, watching him, and learning, slowly, the nature of my longing:
what Martin was, I was not.
Over the years, blessedly, I've done more than learn to know my longing; I've learned as well
to know the farmer, his patience and his peace. And since 1991 I've even begun to experience something of the quality of that peace-by going out to garden. By finding the rhythms of creation and
shaping my behavior to them. However foolish and light my effort, I have a tractor, you see. I do a
little farming.
Listen: Martin Bohlmann was peaceful upon the land because he saw himself as small beneath
the firmament. But the admission of smallness-the recognition of fierce personal limitations-was
no diminishment to him. It was the beginning of wisdom. Martin was patient in creation because he
believed himself to be an integral part of creation. He was a citizen of the universe, placed there by
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a Creator who could call him by name.
Faith and trust and farming were all the same to my father-in-law, therefore, he read the
weather as humbly he read the Bible, seeking what to obey. Martin was an obedient man. This was
the source of his peace. But daily he did more than merely interpret the rhythms of creation. Exactly
as Prince and Silver heeded their master's mute commands to move in communion with him, even
so did Martin obey the wordless sips of the Creator to move in communion with God eternal.
Here is peace: not in striving for greatness, but in knowing who is truly great.
And here is peace: in sweet humility to move to the mind of the Creator, for then one's personal limits are lost in the limitless strength and love of God.
Here is peace: in actively bearing the image of God back into creation.
And such peace as this knows and believes the whole of Isaiah's passage regarding grasshoppers.
Have you not known? Has it not been told you from the beginning? It is he who sits above the
circle of the earth, and its inhabitants are like grasshoppers; who stretches out the heavens like a curtain, and spreads them like a tent to dwell in . ...
Lift up your eyes on high and see: who created these? He who brings out their host by number,
calling them all by name; by the greatness of his might, and because he is strong in power, not one is
missing.

As long as he worked the earth, Martin walked in an unbroken communication with the one who
sits above the circle of the earth. He never doubted that he had a personal purpose and a sacred
worth.
And for him this too was peace: knowing that his communication with God would never
break, not even when he died.
April28, 1995: After prayers and after supper, Martin Bohlmann stuck a toothpick into his mouth
and pushed back his chair from the table. He sighed and stood up and went outside.
Twilight. Looking for all the world like his own shadow, my father-in-law walked across his
fields and west of the land he worked. There he paused. He tucked his hands behind the bib of his
overalls and stood gazing through creation, listening to its deepest rhythms.
In his own time Martin bent down and scooped up a handful of the good black earth. Then he
knelt on two knees. For the second time in the night he sighed. And when at last he allowed the soil
to blow from his hands again, it was himself that blew upon the wind, the dust of his human frame
and the lightsome stuff of his spirit. No, the distance had never been far from the earth to his heart,
from his heart to the earth again.
Martin died in a perfect peace.
And when his family gathered around the coffin to view his body once before the burial, we
saw a joke-a joke so holy that we leaned on each other laughing, and no one was crying then.
Someone had stuck into the corner of the mouth of the sleeping farmer... a toothpick.
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RED DOG AT THE VOLVO PLACE
As we drop off a miscreant white wagon
and talk to the man, a setter rises from his pout.
The nostril probe that hikes my friend to the tips
of his shiny shoes is dog talk for ''Ally?"
doubtless, though the gesture is not gratefully
received. Put down, the setter shakes his mane
and snouts off to gobble up his ball, black green,
a swamp thing, which he regurgitates,
again, on my friend's sharp-looking shoe.
My friend, just dog enough, kicks
it under a sedan on blocks, and the red dog
digs it with day-making joy. Here, it says,
clattering, snorting, at last you are here, together
we can do this thing, we can make it happen.
Energy that under different skyline
swings a crane load, lands a jab, shakes
a furious baton here snuffles to a snap then gallops
back to stand, excited, dewlaps flopped about the ball
with curvature that in a human cheek
would look sly or cynical but not here.
The setter's blink is a soft, !ashy squeeze. Still,
no yes. The head falls almost imperceptibly.
Then (a setter!) he sets it on the slanted drive,
submitting to the immanent will, gives it back
to just what is and was before. The ball rolls down,
down, faster down, toward shaded legions, harking
to the still-unanswered call of lost Eurydice.
The red dog chases, pounces, glad for game,
seizes, shakes, as if to say, then we, we
will make it happen, we who never fail.
Is it me, or can you hear through the clanga nut in a hub cap-and an air wrench
sneeze the throb of a lyre and call
of a head still bobbing, rolling, ever downstream?

Randall J. VanderMey
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Bible Studies
Thomas Lynch

"The open palm of desire wants everything.,,
-Paul Simon

I t is always a choice between the soft-pom movies and the Gideon's Bible. Killing rime in posh
hotels fills me with thoughts of nakedness and peril and the salvation of my soul. Perhaps I'm in
need of professional help, nearing the end of a three-week indenture to my publishers-days divided
between radio blather, chit-chat with the local papers, and evening readings in bookstores where
one competes with the din of commerce and cappuccino to peddle books with one's name on them.
There's the night's sleep and the ship-out to the airport in the early o'clock, the intense flattery of
perfect strangers reading something I've written and the labor-intensive blur of well-intentioned,
well-meaning, well-spoken people whom I regret I will likely never see again. Not root canal, to
be sure; neither the glamour and glory envisioned when they first broached the topic of a
national tour.
I could be back home directing funerals.
To her permanent credit, the publicist back in Manhattan always puts me up in good hotelsones that neither overwhelm in the lobby nor disappoint upstairs. She is twentyish, brunette,
bookish and lovely and crazy in love with a man who works nightshifts at The Soho Grand. She
knows about safe lodging and holy rest. From her windowless cubicle across from the editor's
corner office, she imagines the romance of a life on the road-the nakedness, the peril, the salvation
of her soul-the balm of leisure and creature comforts. Which might be why I always end up in
places where I miss my wife all the more for the king-sized beds, the intimate dining available downstairs, the tiled baths abundant with unguents and powders and perfumed soaps, the cushy towels,
the jacuzzi and tanning lamps and honor bar full of chocolates and cheeses and bottled aphrodisiacs.
I rummage among the comforts for the ones you do solo. I locate the data port, savor the mint on
the pillow. It is not meet for man to be alone.
Our text is taken from The Book of Genesis.
Sometimes I wonder why it is we die.
Near as I can figure it has to do with Sex. It is the sword and sheath we live and die by: We're
dying for it and because of it. The arithmetic of divisible resources of time and space leave us finite
answers. Whether causal, casual or coincidental, sex and death are difficult twins. They nearly
rhyme. Both leave you wide-eyed, blinking back your disbelief, out of breath, fumbling for a cigarette and something to say. Both bring you face to face with your maker. Both are horizontal mysteries. Both make you think you should have spent more time on your knees. Both are over before
you know it. Both are biblical. Read the first few chapters. You can try this at home.
"In the beginning" is how it always begins.
There's The Garden of Eden and the Tree of Knowledge and the Voice of God booming out of
the darkness. He's already spent a week on the prelims-birds of the air, fishes of the sea, beasts of
the field and forests and plants-the basics of biology and geography and the food chain. The First
Guy is made in God's own image and likeness from the mud of the earth. And God, wanting Adam
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to feel masterly, wanting to prop up his apparently fragile male ego, brings all the other creatures to
him for naming. Thus, from the noisy void, the first orderly syllables are assigned: Orangutan, rock
bass, titmouse, magnolia. This is good duty, he's using his index finger. Brown trout, watermelon,
goldfinch, goat. He's beginning to think that he knows what he's doing. Yellowjacket, winter-oak,
polar bear. He's really feeling much better about himself. Big Dipper, sweet potato, Euphrates. But
nothing among the things he names subtracts from Adam's essential loneliness, neither bison nor
kumquat nor python nor rose. He fancies none of them. He is alone.
It is then, in the twenty-first verse of chapter two, that "God caused a deep sleep to fall upon
the man." From a rib removed from Adam's side, a helpmate is fashioned. He wakes and finds her.
He approves. "At last, bone of my bones, flesh of my flesh; this one shall be called woman-not
Shakespeare, all the same, it is a touching moment in every translation. They are naked and
unashamed, they are lovely and immortal. There is nothing in their touching but love and comfort.
This is why they call the place Paradise.
Now the details of The Fall-how we came to be mortal-are all reported in chapter three
and are largely undisputed. There's this talking snake who is very cunning and convinces the woman
that the fruit on the tree in the middle of the garden will give them whatever it is they seem to be
missing-and what's missing? This is an intensely womanly question; one by which an history and
commerce is shaped. They're barenaked, the weather is perfect, there's plenty of food, no death or
taxes or credit card debt; the beasts won't bite them because it's paradise. They want for nothing
because they want for nothing.
Only thing is, their coupling is a little lackluster-a kind of brute beast biologic elective, short
on foreplay and afterglow. They're not going to die so why bother breeding? There's an endless
supply and thus little demand. They are innocent and ignorant and full of bliss. What's missing of
course is Heartache & Desire, Lust & Wonder, Need & Sweet Misery, Love & Grief-all the passionate derivatives of Sex and Death that any woman in her right mind knows the world really
needs if there's going to be progress. And so when she eats of the fruit of the tree of knowledge and
convinces her Adam he should do the same, the knowledge they get is the knowledge of good and
evil, the facts of the matter of human nature-we want, we hurt and hunger, we thirst and crave, we
weep and laugh, dance and desire more and more and more. We only do these things because we
die. We only die because we do these things. The fruit of the tree in the middle of Eden, being forbidden, is sexy and tempting, tasty and fatal.
The Fall of Man and Free Market Capitalism, no less the Doctrines of Redemptive Suffering
and Supply and Demand are based on the notion that enough is never enough. And ever since Eden,
it never has been. Every covenant of blood and plunder since-from circumcision and crucifixion
to rape and pillage, bull markets and leveraged buy-outs-has been based on the axiom, intuited by
Eve, that no one pays for cows where milk is free. A world of carnal bounty and commercial indifference where men and women have no private parts, nor shame nor guilt nor fear of death would
never evolve into a place that Darwin and Bill Gates and the Dalai Lama could be proud of. They bit
the apple and were banished from it.
The first thing of course is they notice they're naked. Size immediately begins to matter. And
privacy. This is the beginning of the fashion trade-from fig leaves and loinclothes to Calvin Klein
and Kate Moss, the way we cover ourselves is based on the quietly erotic notions of how we might
uncover each other. Suddenly Adam and Eve can't get enough. Not two verses later they are making
Cain and Abel from whom we learn competition and the killing instincts so important to hunters
and gatherers and CEO'S. There's the pain of her child-birth and the sweat of his brow: labor and
work ethics and wages of sin from whence proceed maternity leave, child-care and gender politics,
turf wars and serfdom, slavery and soybean futures, chattel and sexual harassment law. Every civilizing impulse and invention, likewise every savagery-from animal husbandry to lawn tennis, flush
toilets to palliative care, democracy and despotism, papal infallibility to the Chevrolet-proceeds
from that banishment from Eden and our efforts to replicate and return to a place where we were
satisfied, sufficient, at one with the immortals of creation.
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Walk through any High Street or Mall or International Airport and consider the enterprises
that would not be there if not for sex and death-our hunger for one and horror at the other. Would
we bother with jewelers or florists or Victoria's Secrets, homeopathy or cellular phones, condoms
or tummy-tucks, sushi or wine bars, churches, estate planners or actuarials? If not for the grim
reaper would we need rabbis or shamans, priests or ayatollahs; senators or softwares, Pooh-Bahs,
potentates, 401-K's? Would we marry or bury or baptize or burn? Would we buy insurance, aftershave, laptops or toasters? If we never took notice of each other's nakedness would sit-ups or Nikes
or surgeries that augment or reduce or uplift be the vogue? Would there be much of a market in
Web Browsers, junk bonds, Prozac or headstones, self-help or psychotherapy if we weren't all dying
and in search of love? If everyone always had enough would we bother with World Wars or Wall
Street or The Superbowl? Would we have bothered with The Magna Carta, The Cultural Revolution, The Renaissance or Reformation , The Military Industrial Complex? If Hitler or Nixon or
Maggie Thatcher, Catherine of Siena or William The Conqueror, Vince Lombardi or Genghis Khan,
Pope Adrian or Joan of Arc, Bill Clinton or Mick Jagger had been "satisfied", you know sexually,
emotionally, psycho-socially, would they have risen or fallen to their heights and depths? Would we
worry, disabused of our carnal concerns or mortality issues, over Eco-terrorism, Viagra or wonder
bras, germ warfare or the NASDAQ or our self esteem? Would we have any interest in Big Berthas,
Little Caesar's, exit-polls or income tax? Would there be any history, economy or body-politic?
"Imagine," to borrow John Lennon's sensible directive, "there's no hunger."
So next time you're lounging about in your Tommy Hilfiger's puffing on a Haban o Primero,
considering the well-being of your no-load mutuals, or the good fortune of having a dream house
and trophy spouse and designer problems, thank neither God nor your broker nor the hunch you
had. Thank neither your hypnotist nor personal trainer, nor the blond in your support group. Thank
Eve, the Mother of the Marketplace, The Patroness of Necessity and Invention, Madonna of Desire
and Mortality without whose hankering for forbidden fruits we'd all have remained tabulae rasae,
ignorant, blissful, naked and shameless, wanting for nothing, neither soft-porn nor Gideons, room
service or frequent flyer miles, a species of the unemployed and unencumbered, ne'er-do-wells and
ne'er-do-harms, sitting around in our all-togethers grinning for no apparent reason, humming cantatas, reciting sonnets, touching each other with the unspeakable tenderness of heaven, blessed and
elect and bored to tears, forever and ever, world without end, Amen.
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SOUTHERN ILLINOIS SPRING
When I was young
in a gauzy green dream of spring
I saw two white egrets
rise like smoke over the river
and my father came out of the cedars
carrying sweet smoke
hiding in the logs.

J. T.

Ledbetter
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In a time when publications find that they must become increasingly partisan to maintain support,
The Cresset is uniquely multi-voiced, with its tradition of thoughtful, provocative reflection on issues
for people of faith. Like all good things, The Cresset needs the backing of people who believe in it, and
your help is needed to make sure that this unique journal survives and flourishes. If you are interested
in helping to ensure The Cresset's future with a gift for an endowment, please contact The Editor, or
the Department of Institutional Advancement at VU.
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Occasionally, friends of the Cresset send checks that help us to manage extra-budgetary outlays.
(We have no "equipment line" for computers, for example, and when we must replace hardware, we
have relied on our Gift Account for funds.) This year, looking in our storage closet, we discover that we
have a number of copies of The Pilgrim and Christmas Garlands, anthologies of short pieces by 0. P.
Kretzmann. Both volumes were published by The Walther League and Concordia Publishing House;
The Pilgrim is a second edition from 1946, and Christmas Garlands is a first edition from 1950. For
any donation of $60 or more, we will mail you the book of your choice. For any gift of $100 or more,
it will be our pleasure to send both.
Address correspondence to the Editor:

The Cresset
Valparaiso University
Valparaiso IN 463 83
(219) 464-5274 or 6809
or Gail.Eifrig@valpo.edu
FAX: 219-464-5511

The herald angels' song is an everlasting antiphony.. .It moves down the
centuries above, beneath, and in the earth from Christmas to Christmas to
Christmas . . .In it tlone is hope before death and after death . .. Their song
lives to the 2,0oot Christmas, to the 3,oooth, and at length to the last
Christmas the world will see ... And on that final Christmas, as on the first, the
angels will know, as we must know now, that the heart which began to beat in
Bethlehem still beats in the world and for the world ... And for us...
O.P. Kretzmann
The Pilgrim

Many years will pass before you understand Christmas . . .In fact,
you will never understand it completely... But you can always believe in
it, always ... The Child has come to keep us company... To tell us that
heaven is nearer than we had dared to think ... To put the hope of eternity in our eyes ... To tell us that the manger is never empty for those
who return to it ... And you will find with Him, I know, a happiness
which you will never find alone ...
O.P. Kretzmann
Christmas Garlands
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"The Royal Husbandman Appeared, and
Ploughed, and Sowed and Tilled":
The Garden and Absolutist Politics in the English Restoration
Jennifer Eiben Gervasio
Upon the happy Restoration of the Royal Family, anna 1660. Planting began again to raise its
dejected head; and in this Reign it was, that those preliminary foundations of Gardening were laid,
that have since been raised to such a stupendous height.
Ichnographia Rustica, 1718.

ust as gardens may serve a variety of functions- providing sustenance, places of refuge,
sensual delights-so can the meaning of gardens vary from time to time and place to place.
From the time of the Renaissance, gardens became an enduring attribute of royalty, a decorative
accouterment to the royal palace. At the time of the English Restoration gardens developed new significance as a display of national glory and governance and became inalienable from monarchical
governing philosophy. Royal gardens served to articulate the language of absolutism both by demonstrating royal authority and by creating the illusion of royal control. As pervasive cultural artifacts,
these gardens inundated both England and France with an absolutist mindset, instilling a confidence
among royal subjects that their respective kings were capable of great feats and magnificent expenditure. Louis XIV was particularly successful in instilling these attitudes and the restored Charles
wanted to imitate his successes. Believing himself to rule by divine-right, Charles strove to create an
absolutist and powerful regime and used gardens as a means to achieve this. In so doing he initiated
a cultural use of gardens as representative of landed wealth and social hierarchy, and created a camp
of willing subscribers.
the French formal garden
Charles II's gardening philosophy was based upon that of his friend and confidant, Louis XIV
of France. In his minority, Louis XIY, whose reign began in 1643, had witnessed numerous attempts
by the nobility to limit his royal authority. Distrustful and arrogant, he commissioned Versailles in
1661 intending to create an enduring testament to his personal greatness. He also wished to express
the absolute control which he possessed over his subjects by demonstrating his control over the
chaotic forces of nature.
The immediate impetus to create Versailles was a lavish feast to which Louis was invited at
Vaux-le-Vicomte, the country residence of Louis XIV's Minister of Finance, Nicholas Fouquet.
During this entertainment, Fouquet invited Louis to tour his luxurious new estate, and particularly
to view the vast new gardens. These had been laid out by the highly talented designer, Andre Le
Notre. At Vaux-le-Vicomte, Le Notre and his team of designers had created a massive garden of
unprecedented grandeur and formality. The scale and complexity of these gardens was as yet
unknown in France and conveyed an imperial resonance. The gardens revealed the force of Fouquet's personality, his power to organize, command and achieve. To complete the project, three villages had been leveled and the river Angueil was redirected into a canal over three thousand feet
long. Earth was moved to form massive terraces, parterres, and ramps, and this was followed by
tree planting on a massive scale. Because the work was so arduous and dangerous, a hospital was
specially built in a neighboring village for the workmen. The work took place between the years
1657-61, just when Louis XIV was maturing as a ruler and developing his views on governance.
Fouquet's confident expression of his own political power and preeminence infuriated the
king, and soon after this visit Louis rid himself of his impertinent, upstart minister. He had Fouquet
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imprisoned for massive political corruption and fraud. Thereupon Louis transferred Fouquet's gardeners to Versailles and began his own project for aggrandizement. By the winter of 1662 twelve
hundred trees had been dug up from Vaux and shipped directly to Versailles. Clearly Louis had
learned the political significance of ostentatious display. By the massive scale of the project at Versailles, the Sun King made certain that no other noble would ever again rival his own achievements.
Louis XIV realized that the formal gardens could be a powerful tool in the creation of French
national self-image as well as in the presentation of France to the world. He used this style of gardening to impress upon the viewer, the preeminence and power of France, and the absolute power
of the Sun King. He spent exorbitantly to create at Versailles a statement of French cultural superiority. In his advice to his son he wrote, "In regard to foreigners, when they see that a state is otherwise flourishing and orderly, what might be considered as superfluous expenses make a very favorable impression of magnificence, power, wealth, and greatness upon them."
Gardens were an enormous expense, but Louis knew well their value as propaganda. His gardens proved the economic strength of France and thus endorsed its economic structure. The viewer
saw the monarch's vast lands spreading to the horizon. For example, at Versailles the garden borders, as was symbolically appropriate, reached to the setting sun. The overall message was one of
possession, as though the holdings of the Sun King were nearly without bounds. In this way, the gardens spoke to Louis' economic philosophy, one which equated the possession of land with wealth
and power.
One of Louis' most famous critics, Louis de Rouvroy, Due de Saint-Simon, contended that
Louis XIV chose to develop the unfavorable, odorous and marshy site of Versailles because "it
diverted him to ride roughshod over nature and to use his money and ingenuity to subdue it to his
will." Louis' "proud pleasure in compelling nature" had led to extravagant expenditure upon the
grounds at Versailles and even more so at his "modest" retreat at Marly. Indeed, these formal gardens were an expression of supreme domination over nature. To create the "outdoor architecture"
that was desired, the garden had to be meticulously planted and maintained. Shrubs and hedges
needed to be clipped within a fraction of an inch, trees had to be planted in measured distances and
forced to grow straight and in line. In this "unnatural" garden any quirk of nature would be compensated for. For Louis, this conveyed a singular and important message about his governance. Just
as he could control the chaotic forces of nature, so too could he control individuals or the unruly
mob. Just as it was with his trees and hedges, no subject would be permitted to "step out of line," or
more importantly, "grow too tall. "
typical features of the French school
French garden design was derived, with some important additions, from the Renaissance pleasure gardens of Italy. Like that of the Renaissance, the French, formal garden was dictated by the
laws of geometry and perspective. The French style adds to this the notion of symmetry. For the
Italian designer, a garden was an extension of the villa or palace. It consisted of a series of outer
rooms, all enclosed, which provided a setting for statues and fountains. These enclosed gardens of
the Renaissance period were situated haphazardly as separate visual experiences. They lent themselves to classical allegory, and served as scenes for meditation. Containing lavish statuary and fountains, the gardens were intended to delight and entertain. Nature was transformed into an ideal paradise where fantasy and unreality created delightful illusions, such as constructed grottos and playful
water-works which would spray the unwary visitor. The unpredictable and romantic spirit of the
Italian Renaissance garden contradicted the calculated, rational order that had so clearly begun to
dominate the direction of French garden design. Rather than private or meditative, the French
garden was a state setting, designed to impress.
For the French, each component of the garden would form a balanced design that was intimately connected to the design of the house or palace. Order, balance and perfect symmetry were
insisted upon. To facilitate this, the architect of the house would often design the gardens as well.
House and gardens functioned as one unit, each working to aggrandize the other. French gardens
adapted the Renaissance use of water-works in the garden, but the flatness of the French terrain
could not accommodate terraces, cascades and outdoor staircases as in Italy. Instead the French
made use of long, narrow canals which indicated the axis of their plans.
The most significant addition of French style to the Renaissance garden was the incorporation
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of the park into the garden scheme, thus creating ordered spaces on a much vaster scale. Unlike the
Italian, French formal gardens were massive, often covering hundreds of acres. Even so, the laws of
perspective were frequently employed to create the effect of the gardens being even larger than
actual acreage. The intention was to create an overall impression of vastness and control, rather
than to construct small, private, meditative spaces.
In planting the formal garden, plants which could be ordered and manipulated were preferred. Neatly trimmed hedges, clipped yews and well-groomed trees replaced flowers or vines.
Often the hedges were shaped into elaborate patterns, or parterres, where trees and shrubs were
woven together to form an intricate, structured tapestry. The composition of these formal parterres
required skillful craftsmanship. Plants had to be clipped and tied so as to function as building materials. In this way, nature fell under the absolute control of human hands. There were patches of
forests and mazes, each deliberately planted, with trees evenly spaced and aligned. As such, the gardens were an outdoor architecture, mirroring a grand palace interior.
Another geometric and contrived component to the formal French gardens was the tree-lined
avenue. These straight and evenly planted rows were the single most significant feature in the
approach to the grand house, and ultimately became a defining feature for the age. The term
"avenue" as applied to gardens was coined by garden aficionado John Evelyn who, according to the
Oxford English Dictionary, first used it in his Diary entry for August 25, 165 4. His Sylva, published
in 1664, more explicitly defined the term: "Let them read for avenue, the principal walk to the
front of the house." This distinguished it from a tree-lined garden pathway. The avenue created a
grand approach, capturing the visitors' attention and offering an unimpeded view of the great house
ahead. For the aristocrat, the avenue demonstrated ownership and control over the land. It set the
land apart as having the special status of being enclosed, for "it was impossible to establish trees in
open fields or on commons, as the local inhabitants would simply remove them for firewood or
allow their animals to graze over them" (Williamson 25). The planting of long lines of trees
extending outward into the surrounding countryside was a potent political expression of power.
The possession of such avenues bolstered one's claim to power and control over local inhabitants.
Another distinguishing feature of many aristocratic gardens produced in this period were elevated plateaus, which allowed the spectator to view vast tracts of ordered gardens. To appreciate
fully the intricacies of the design and the rationale of the overall plan of a garden it was necessary to
view it from above. Terraces, which formed a promenade extending along the length of the house,
most commonly achieved this effect. The most desirable houses had a "prospect" or view, being situated upon high ground. The terrace made the view more accessible. It could be reached from the
ground floor of a house and afforded the viewer an impressive vista of the gardens beyond. Such a
view is described at Chatsworth House in 1671:
And, if we hence look out, we shall see there
The Gardens too this Reformation share,

Upon a Terrace, as most houses high,
Though from this Prospect humble to your eye,
A stately Plot, both regular, and vast
Suiting the rest, was by the Founders cast.

The "mount" achieved a similar effect. These were simply artificial hills, which the spectator would
ascend to achieve an elevated perspective. From the mount the spectator could witness vast tracts of
land all carefully designed and meticulously cared for. The purpose of such devices was to overawe
the viewer and to convey an impression of order and control. The parterres of each garden segment
worked together to form masterful tapestries, demonstrating the owners' command over the forces
of nature. Ascent to mounts and terraces more clearly revealed this rule.
Wildernesses were another popular feature in the formal garden, but these spaces were far
from wild or uncultivated. Instead, the wilderness would be as carefully patterned as any garden
plot. Wildernesses were generally large plots planted with trees and laid out in an ornamental style,
and usually containing a maze or labyrinth. In the wilderness, walks ran in an intricate network
between the hedges of trees and shrubs, forming different shaped garden "rooms." Since wildernesses were generally planted far from the house, the height of the trees or yew hedges could obscure
one's view and afford some measure of privacy. Ralph Montagu's gardens in Northamptonshire,

England, were described as containing "a large Wilderness, having ten equidistant walks, concentrating in a round area, adorned with statues, and containing a Pheasantry; while eglantine, woodbine, &c. are seen climbing up and clasping the bodies of the larger trees. The spaces within the
hedges were large enough for summerhouses or bowling alleys. In her travel journal Celia Fiennes
described this site as having "a very fine wilderness with many large walks of great length, full of all
sorts of trees: sycamore, willows, hazel, chestnuts, walnuts set very thick and so shorn smooth on
top with is left as a tuff of crown."
Each element of the formal, French style employed in the aristocratic gardens of England and
France was intended to create an overall effect of greatness and majesty. They displayed an attitude
toward nature as conquered and tamed by the arts of man. The garden spaces created were secular
ones, unlike those of the Renaissance. They were not fantastical, but logical, and served to create a
grand artistic scheme. Additionally, the gardens created were not rural, but instead contained rows,
like the streets of a town. In this way, they pointed to the urbane qualities of their owners, rather
than rustic or agrarian ones. Joseph Addison observed, "Our British gardeners ... instead of
humoring nature, love to deviate from it as much as possible. Our trees rise in cones, globes and
pyramids. We see the marks of the scissors on every plant and bush ... cut and trimmed into a mathematical figure." Such gardens required meticulous care and were incredibly expensive to build and
maintain. The fact that so many chose to take on such a daunting project demonstrates that the
formal French garden served an important function in the lives of ordinary aristocrats.
The possession of a large estate with formal gardens belied the economic philosophy of
Toryism. It signified an endorsement of the life of a country gentleman, settled in a traditional aristocratic milieu, living in ease and not engaged in useful labor. This was in accord with the garden's
purpose, which was for pleasure and for effect, but not for production. In this way, aristocrats could
celebrate polite culture by demonstrating aesthetic rather than overtly economic or political values.
Such aristocrats associated themselves with the elite of the continent, whose wealth and titles were
land-based and inherited. In this comfortable class-consciousness, an aristocrat could retreat from
changing philosophies and tumultuous times. Nigel Everett notes an "antipathy to political
economy" among the aristocrats of this era "a limited interest in many of the processes by which
material wealth is created and may be expanded" which was often seen as self-interest. (Everett
211) This lack of interest in useful production is a crucial component in understanding the formal
garden of Charles II and of so many English aristocrats.
gardens of Charles II
When Charles II finally regained his throne, he had a tremendous fear of disorder and aspired
to rule in an absolutist fashion. He had weathered most of the storm of Civil War and Interregnum
as an exile in France, where he came to admire Louis' style of governance as well as the French style
of architecture and gardens. Charles met with John Evelyn in October 1661, to discuss ways to
make English gardens and architecture rival those of France. Charles soon began massive garden
projects at St. James Park, Greenwich and Hampton Court Palace in an effort to assert English superiority and to buttress his royal authority. An old tutor had reminded Charles in an advice letter in
1659 of the importance of maintaining a regal image. "What is a king, more than a subject," William
Cavendish, Duke of Newcastle, asked rhetorically, "but for ceremony, & order, when that fails him,
he's ruined." Charles saw the formal garden as a perfect tool with which to demonstrate this type of
order and majesty recommended by Cavendish.
Charles thought French gardeners necessary to construct his regal image. He wanted desperately to employ Le Notre himself and made a special request to Louis to send him. There is, however, no evidence that Le Notre ever came to England, though apparently Louis had granted him
permission. Instead Charles employed Andre and Gabriel Mollet from Paris, both of whom were
trained in the French tradition. The Mollet brothers' successor after their deaths in 1666 was an
Englishman, John Rose, who had studied at Versailles under Le Notre. Charles found other French
gardeners, most of whom were at least partially employed at Hampton Court. With the French
Revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1685, many Huguenot gardeners fled to England, supplying
Charles with even more potential gardeners from France. Charles' desire to have his own Versailles
is no better exemplified than in the lengths he went to employ French or French-trained gardeners.
Ultimately, it was the French style and all that it signified that Charles was striving for, rather than
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the creation of anything uniquely English.
Charles' first undertaking, just weeks after his restoration, was to redesign and aggrandize St.
James Park. Much of the park had been destroyed after the execution of Charles I in 1649, statuary
and fountains had been dismantled and auctioned off, avenues of trees felled and disposed of as
timber, and gardens abandoned. As a central location and adjacent to much of the courtly activity,
St. James was the ideal place for high society to meet, and even to see their king, as Charles often
walked his dogs in the park and stopped to feed his birds. The intended use of the park was decidedly French; it was designed to impress and to serve as a focus of courtly life. French gardeners
Andre and Gabriel Mollet supplied the Le Notre-inspired design and hundreds of trees were shipped
in for planting. Peter Mundy described the royal efforts first-hand:
Among my melancholy and solitary walks for diversion (the streets were full of people and much
company in the Highways; yet was I alone) I went sometimes to St. James Park. His Majesty since his
coming hath caused much cost and labor to bee bestowed about it in drawing down higher grounds,
making it level in some places and taking away many houses built thereon in these later times.
In addition to leveling, clearing, and ordering the site, Charles created fine avenues, as at the
entrance to Versailles, inspiring Edmund Waller to write: "For future shade, young trees upon the
banks I Of the new stream appear in even ranks."
Aside from adorning his park with stately trees, Charles had an impressive canal dug by a huge
team of ex-soldiers. "A great river cut out of the main land was cut out in St. James Park, a very
broad one," remarked a first-hand observer. This project was well underway less than four months
after the Restoration and was a pleasing sight to Samuel Pepys who marveled at "how far they had
proceeded in the pell-mell and in making a river through the park." Soon after Pepys observed the
engine by which water was taken up from the Thames and deposited into the newly constructed
canal, a sight at which he was "very much pleased." With such projects, the new king proved himself capable of marvelous undertakings.
The neatly manicured park also provided Charles with a sharp, tangible contrast to the regime
that had preceded his. While Cromwell had "used" the park, harvesting its produce and destroying
its gentility, Charles made it a place for aristocratic pleasure and recreation.
The palace of Hampton Court had been a favorite residence of Oliver Cromwell and Charles'
renovation of the royal palace and its grounds likewise became a potent symbol of renewal and
vitality. Charles did not particularly favor the palace and resided there only sporadically. Yet in 1661
special grants towards expenditure on the palace and its gardens were authorized. Charles commissioned several French-inspired additions to the grounds of Hampton Court, changes that may be
attributed toLe Notre himself. In October 1664 Charles wrote to his sister Minette, who was married to Louis XIV's brother, the Due d'Orleans: "Pray let le Notre go on with the model [plan] and
tell him this in addition, that I can bring water to the top of the hill, so that he may add much to the
beauty of the descent by a cascade of water."
This is a reference to the first major project at Hampton Court, the construction of a long
canal, or Long Water, extending from the center of the east front. This was enclosed by a great semicircle of newly planted trees and shrubs, from which long avenues of lime trees radiated. The long
canal at Hampton Court measured 150 feet by 3,500 (nearly 3/4 of a mile), and is probably the
largest instance of the kind in England. It was flanked on either side by two additional avenues of
lime trees, creating an awe-inspiring effect. To complete the scheme, 4,000 lime trees were imported
from Holland. This scheme reflects Le Notre's range and style and several writers believe he may
have supplied the plans for this project from France. The Mollet brothers and Rose were commissioned and were implored by Charles to make Hampton Court the equal of the pleasure gardens he
had witnessed abroad.
A French visitor to Charles II referred to Hampton Court as "the Fountainebleau of England,"
yet not nearly as grand.
We likewise went to see Hampton-Court, where the court is at present, and which is the Foun tainebleau of England. We had the honor of seeing their majesties there: ... As for Hampton-Court,
it's a magnificent pile of building; but, upon my word, comes not up either to our St Germain's, or
Fountainbleau, no more than Whitehall is to be put in the same scale with the Lourve, or StJames's
house with Luxemburgh palace.

Likewise Evelyn found fault with its design. His diary comments upon:
a rich and noble fountain, with Sirens, statues, &c., cast in copper by Fanelli; but no plenty of water.
The cradle walk of hornbeam in the garden is, for the perplexed twining of the trees, very observable.
There is a parterre which they call Paradise, in which is a pretty banqueting-house set over a cave, or
cellar. All these gardens might be exceedingly improved, as being too narrow for such a palace.
Though Charles may not have been entirely successful at Hampton Court, his efforts toward creating a grand palace garden on the French model were apparent to all informed observers.
the palaces
Charles' efforts also turned to each of his palaces, most of which had fallen into decay during
the civil wars. Audley End, Charles's rural residence for the Newmarket races and informal jollification underwent some modification. Holyroodhouse Palace was extensively renovated despite the
fact that Charles never visited the place. James stayed there during the Exclusion Crisis so as to be
out of London. At the Restoration, St. James' Palace had been designated as the residence of the
Duke and Duchess of York and considerable expenditure was made to improve and decorate their
apartments. At Greenwich, the old Tudor palace had irreparably decayed and in 1662 Charles determined to replace it with a great Renaissance building, to be called the King's House. Inigo Jones was
appointed architect of the new palace in order that it would balance his earlier Queen's House. In
the same year, Charles made improvements to the park: "the King hath planted trees and made
steps in the hill up to the Castle, which is very magnificent." Work on the palace was slower and was
never completed. "At Greenwich, I observed the foundation laying of a very great house for the
King, which will cost a great deal of money." It seems it took too much money and too much time,
for years later Pepys wrote, "I go to Greenwich by water, and landed at the King's House, which
goes on slow, but is very pretty." At Charles' death, only the west wing had been finished, at a cost
of 36,000 pounds.
At Windsor, Charles had the royal apartments redesigned in baroque style by royal architect
Hugh May. This palace had been visited by Pepys in the year after the Restoration, who declared it
"the most romantic castle in the world." To aggrandize its site, Charles built a long avenue, the
famous "Long Walk," which was lined with elms. This stretched straight out for three miles into the
Great Park "which King Charles made for his going out in the diversion of shooting." Other efforts
to order the grounds were recorded by Evelyn, "the grafts [ditches] made clean, even, and curiously
turfed; also the avenues to the new Park and other walks planted with elms and limes, and a pretty
canal and receptacle for fowl."
Despite the fact that Windsor was near to completion, in 1682 Charles determined to build
yet another new palace. This was to be built on the site of the decayed medieval castle overlooking
Winchester. He first commissioned Sir Christopher Wren, and then purchased the site, including
the surrounding grounds for a park. "The King himself laid the foundation-stone, on March 23rd,
1683"and he pursued its construction "with the greatest ardor." Intended as a grand hunting lodge
and country retreat, Charles saw in Winchester the opportunity to create his own Versailles. In
keeping with Charles' designs, Wren based his design on Le Vau's 1665 plan for Versailles. To supply
the structure with massive gardens, negotiations began to purchase over 352 acres from the surrounding parishes. The grand scheme which was to include a great central dome and two large side
wings complete with extruded bays and topped by cupolas, proceeded rapidly and the structure was
nearly complete when it was halted forever by Charles' death in February of 1685.
By the end of his reign, Charles' massive rebuilding and replanting efforts had seemed at least
to some to rival France.
The Royal Garden in St. james' Park . .. was of that King's [Charles's] Planting; which were, in the
Remembrance of most People, the finest Lines of Dwarfs, perhaps, in the Universe. Mr. London . ..
presuming before Monsieur de Ia Quintinye the famous French Gardener, to challenge all France with
the like: And if France, why not the whole World?
Charles, thus, seemed braced to lead the world with his "hortulane" pursuits.
the ideology of Charles II's royal gardens
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Charles clearly admired not only French style, but also the French philosophy of gardening as
it was expressed, for example, in Andre Mollet's Le Jardin de Plaisir. This is a work dedicated to
Louis XIV in its first edition and to Charles II in an English edition. It focused upon the "Royal or
Lordly house" and its grounds, including many plans for elaborate gardens, "in embroidered
ground-works, knot-works of grass, as likewise of wildernesses." These were plans that were
intended for the aristocracy, as they required substantial grounds and sizable sums of money. Furthermore, Mollet only wrote about the pleasure garden, and not about the kitchen garden or the
orchard, which were two essential elements in the practical common garden.
Most gardens of the period did contain some semblance of the three sections: a kitchen garden,
which supplied foods for cooking, an orchard for fruits, and a pleasure garden of flowers and
parterres. Of these, the pleasure garden was the only section that was not concerned with production, which implies that Mollet did not believe the landed elite ought to concern themselves with
useful production. Instead the purpose of each garden was "to refresh both the body and mind after
the toils of political study and the weighty affairs of state."
Mollet's English edition of Le Jardin de Plaisir was dedicated to Charles II and contained a
panegyric praising Charles for his lavish gardens:
But, we need look no farther for examples of royal magnificence, than to what our invincible
Monarch, Charles the Second, has, with excellent choice, accompanied with great solidity of judgment begun, and with incessant care and concern still prosecutes in his royal houses of St. .]ames's,
Hampton Court, and Greenwich, where this mighty Prince hath made more notable changes, and
added more royal decorations since the 10 years of His happy Restoration, than any of His ancestors
ever thought on in the space of a whole age.

Here again, there is no emphasis upon utility or production. Instead, these gardens were "royal decorations," built for effect. Mollet's newly built gardens and his aristocratic treatise, published in
English in 1670, served to configure Charles as leader of an aristocratic power structure of landed
gentlemen.
For poet Edmund Waller the rigid and orderly formal garden was demonstrative of Charles'
control over the forces of nature and passion which held sway in the Civil War years. Charles' gardens symbolized the order and rationality which Charles' reign would restore to England. His
poem, On St. James Park, as lately improved by His Majesty, claims that Charles was improving
England for future generations and reuniting all people through his strong leadership. It was a
whole-hearted endorsement of absolutism and of the political image which Charles was trying to
create:
For future shade, young trees upon the banks
Of the new stream appear in even ranks:
The voice of Orpheus, or Amphion's hand
In better order could not make them stand ....
A Prince on whom such different lights did smile,
Born the divided World to reconcile:
Whatever Heaven or high extracted blood,
Could promise or foretell, he well make good:
Reform these Nations, and improve them more,
Then this fair Park from what it was before.

Waller approved of the image that Charles was constructing through the use of the formal garden.
It was an image of power, of permanency, and of improvement.
Similarly, court poet John Dryden, eulogizing Charles, used his horticultural achievements in
a figurative sense, praising Charles as a "royal husbandman" for his ability to order, control and
"cultivate" the kingdom.
Amidst the peaceful Triumphs of his Reign,
What wonder if the kindly beams he shed
Revived the drooping Arts again,

If Science raised her Head,
And soft Humanity that from Rebellion fled;
Our Isle, indeed, too fruitful was before;
But all uncultivated lay
Out of the solar world and Heaven's high way;
With rank Geneva Weeds run over,
And Cockle, at the best, amidst the Corn it bore:
The Royal Husbandman appeared,
And Ploughed, and Sowed, and Tilled,
The Thorns he rooted out, the Rubbish cleared,
And Blest the obedient Field.
When, straight, a double Harvest rose;
Such as the swarthy Indian mows;
Or happier Climates near the Line,
Or Paradise manured, and dressed by hands Divine.
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According to Dryden, Charles spontaneously caused production to occur with a wave of his divine
hand. This bolsters the image of Charles as a divine right ruler, but not as one whose knowledge or
promotion of science contributed to England's well being in any pragmatic sense. Instead, his royal
gardens were a testament to royal authority, and served to bolster that authority through a demonstration of control over nature, and symbolically, over the chaotic forces that had brought on Civil
War.
aristocratic, Tory Principles "implanted" in the new regime
When the fanfare and celebration surrounding the restoration of Charles II quieted, aristocrats found themselves scrambling to places of preferment in the nascent regime. Aiming to situate
themselves within the monarch's inner circle, aristocrats sought to imitate royal attitudes and style.
To be seen tangibly to embrace the designs, both aesthetic and political of the new monarch, signified status, civility and fellowship. These aristocrats, like Charles II, used gardens to construct their
own restored position in the social hierarchy. As aristocrats revamped their estates according to
French design, they were deeply aware of the political implications of this particular style. The
absolutist resonance of the French court had an even greater significance as Charles' reign progressed. The king's increasingly absolutist posture caused some aristocrats to distrust him, and as
they did, many changed their gardens accordingly. Others, true Tories, remained unswervingly supportive of Charles and these were invariably the creators of the vast French formal gardens that
characterize the mid-seventeenth-century.
Gardens were not immune to political change. Aristocrats who chose to build a different sort
of garden espoused a different economic philosophy wherein increased production is central, and
experimentation crucial in achieving it. Rather than prioritizing an overall formal scheme, these
aristocrats aimed to diversify and increase production of specific plants. Some aristocrats shifted
their interests to this type of garden as their political beliefs changed. Other disillusioned Anglican
Royalists simply ceased to involve themselves in gardening as gardens became more and more closely
associated with French-style absolutism. Thus gardens became a vehicle for protest, a means to
develop new economic thinking, and a possession that one needed either to maintain and defend or
ignore and discard. By the end of Charles' reign, gardens had become so politically fraught that it
was not possible to simply be indifferent to them. Like it or not, continued investment in these
extravagantly costly creations signified acceptance of Charles II's absolutist vision for Restoration
England.
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we plow the field and scatter

Thomas C. Willadsen

So there I was sitting in the sanctuary of
Old First Presbyterian Church in San Francisco
for the plenary session of a national conference
on urban ministry. For the entire nine years I've
been in ordained ministry I have been going to
conferences like this one. Someone always talks
about shifting paradigms in the first fifteen minutes. Something about the word "paradigm" and
the gravity with which it is pronounced brings
out the smart aleck in me. I laugh at funerals too.
This particular speaker challenged the gathered
paradigm shifters boldly to "Forget everything
you learned in seminary!"
"Done!" I shouted, thus befriending the
fourth year Princeton student on my right.
For the next three days I kept crossing
paths with this student. At the coffee urn, on the
walk back to the hotel, at various "break out sessions," at the closing jazz buffet, even in the
hotel lobby after checking out. Each time as we
talked briefly I found myself giving him advice,
passing on the wise observations of someone
with more experience. He didn't ask, "Tom,
what do you make of these new paradigms?"
with wide-eyed expectation. I just commented
on what I had seen.
At the jazz buffet he said, "You really
should write these down, they're good. No one
teaches us this stuff at Princeton." I never
dreamed of actually writing these mots down.
They were simply the spur-of-the-moment, seatof-the-pants, down-home-country wisdom of a
simple, rather dense preacher.
I started writing at the closing worship. I
wrote more on the plane. In less than twentyfour hours I'd written six pages of advice. Some
of these thoughts I'd heard or read before, some
are original. I share some of them here, hoping

that perhaps a young minister or two may be
spared a faux pas and that the rest of you nonclergy may gain an insight into our lives, worldviews, and even-gasp-paradigms.
they don't teach that at Princeton-Volume I
+Attend Presbytery meetings. They always serve
vegetables.
+Find a group of clergy with whom you can be
genu me.
+Don't be too proud to take leftovers home
from church functions. Especially the pork
chops.
+Don't lie.
+The most important attribute of a church secretary: Laughing at your jokes. They have spell
check now.
+Trust the Holy Spirit when you preach. Trust
its guidance as you write; trust its guidanceas
your congregation listens.
+Laugh at yourself. Before they laugh at you.
+Give honest, sincere, accurate compliments.
Often.
+Write Thank you notes. DO NOT USE EMAIL
FOR THIS.
+Learn the children's names.
+When giving a children's sermon get down on
their level. Kneel. Sit. Do something. Do not
tower over the children. You're taller than they
are, get over it.
+Learn at least one entree and one dessert for
church potlucks. Make them from scratch.
+Learn to remove live bats from the church. You
will need a canvas bag, a long stick and nerves of
steel.
+That imitation you do of your theology professor isn't funny anymore.
+Admit your mistakes. Make more.
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+Read Elmer Gantry.
+Take walks.
+Cherish signs of new life.
+Keep your promises. Insist that churches keep
their promises to you.
+Remember, everyone you meet is carrying a
heavy load.
+Remember, you represent Jesus who said,
"Come to me, all you that are weary and carrying heavy burdens, and I will give you rest."
(Matthew 11:28, NRSV)
+Get enough sleep.
+Don't work more than 50 hours per week.
+Stay in touch with people who make you
laugh.
+Listen to old people.
+Listen to old people.
+When old people repeat their stories, repeat
your listening. Try to learn why this story is so
important.
+Endure compliments, don't deflect them; let
them penetrate your defenses. (You already do
this with criticism.)
+Look into people's eyes when you pass the
peace.
+Don't confuse hospitality with friendship.
+Give hugs but don't impose them.
+Accept hugs.
+Don't work out personal issues in the pulpit.
Your insurance coverage includes therapy.
+People remember "cute" but they are not
changed by it.
+Be a colleague and an ally.
+Let confusion teach you.
+Use all your vacation time.
+Most people won't get the Zeppelin references
in your sermons. Do not be discouraged by this.

+Know where the plunger is.
+Nothing that needs to be done around the
church is beneath you. Some tasks are not worth
your time.
+Use warm water for baptisms, unless your congregation likes screaming.
+People who ask for money from the church
never tell the truth. The truth is always worse.
+It's not "the 4th Gospel" it's John. Leave the
other seminary words in seminary. Especially
hermeneutic, paradigm and lectionary.
+Your call to preach your conscience requires
you to know your conscience.
+Offer to pray for people. Then do it.
+You'll be invited to share people's most intimate moments: birth, marriage, diagnosis, divorce, death. Keep these facts confidential. They
didn't invite you, they invited their pastor. Later,
when they trust you they'll want you as their
pastor.
+Do funerals for non-members. As long as they
are dead.
+If you had to shave, it wasn't a day off.
+Those "authorized personnel only" and "visiting hours" signs don't apply to you. Usually.
+When preaching in an unfamiliar church, find
out where the offering plates go to and where to
walk after the benediction.
+Think of ecumenical services like All-Star
games. Each leader is great on his/her own, but
no one is used to being on the same team. Be sure
to go over how you will enter, where you'll sit
and how you'll exit.
+When there is a guest organist, plan on going
over every part of the service with her beforehand. If she could read your mind, she'd be on
Oprah. f

;
A number of readers have intimated that they have something to say on the "Why Be Lutheran in the
New Millenium?" question. To that end, the Editor welcomes brief comments on this subject, in
hopes of publishing a compendium of such comments in the Pentecost issue. Deadline is 24 April,
and a suggested word limit is between 150 and 500 words.
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gardens of earthly delight

James Combs

When I was a youth growing up in small
town Virginia, I had many occasions to do farm
work. Relatives expected that I would help out
with various collective tasks, such as hay baling,
tobacco cutting, spring planting, hog killing,
even shoveling manure. To my mind then, the
rewards (being outdoors, rural and familial
camaraderie, and the great meals provided for
us temporary farmhands) didn't outweigh the
cost: it was hard work. When I left home, I
vowed that I would never do that kind of backbreaking toil again. I wanted to leave town and
farm to see the world-big cities, beautiful girls,
sophisticated delights, foreign and exotic lands.
Now I find myself returned to the sweaty and
strenuous efforts of growing things-planting
and fertilizing and composting and hoeing and
hauling water. I do all this out of no familial
obligation or economic necessity. I am a rustic
again, digging in the dirt and getting dirty. If I
once took pride in the loveliness of my urbane
companions or professional praise of my books,
now I like compliments about the loveliness of
my flowers and the quality of my tomatoes. I am,
to my immense surprise, a gardener.
I shouldn't have been surprised. I am just
one more story of post-World War II outmigration from rural areas such as Appalachia. I took
with me both my alienation from the local culture and my hopes for the urban and suburban
life, far from the hardscrabble life of the subsistence farm or the boring predictability of the
small town. But I also took memories of the rural
and small town life with me, and understood
when romantic nostaglia re-emerged for both
the agrarian and the village myth. This nostalgia
was not only celebrated in the various "green
acres" of popular culture and political rhetoric.
The generations brought to cities and then suburbs by depression and war and jobs also
brought with them inherited habits from rural

life-talking about the weather, professing
knowledge about nature, and an urge to plant
and grow things. How many of us have grandparents or other older relatives and acquaintances who every year doggedly get outside and
plant great plots of flowers and shrubs and fruit
trees and gardens of corn and beans and tomatoes (and also, for reasons known only to God,
of vast quantities of squash and zucchini and
kumquats, most of which winds up, in Lake
Wobegon and everywhere else, left on other
people's porches like abandoned children, or
support the groundhog and possum population)? I have known people in their seventies and
eighties who still spend late summer in the hot
work of canning, "putting up" beans and corn
and tomatoes, and making jams and jellies. It is
often polite to avoid politics and religion with
such folks, but if you want to stir real passion,
engage them in discussion of the wickedness of
raiding chipmunks and the perfidy of Japanese
beetles. And always, the weather: in an otherwise orderly universe, the Almighty neglected to
insure an always garden-friendly weather
system, and quite devout people decry the injustice of this cosmic oversight. Drought and heat
and hail and cold snaps drive them into despair,
an attitude passed down from their farming
ancestors. The worldwide confederation of gardeners share this meteorological fatalism. I have
joined their ranks, watching the Weather
Channel in the warm months with the same
hopelessness that tillers of the soil have always
expressed.
In her book The Eternal Garden, Caroline
Davies relates the many conceptions of what a
garden means: the Near Eastern myth of the
original state of humankind, the earthly paradise
of Islam and India, the gardens of harmony of
China, the medieval sanctuary of Christendom,
the formal gardens of early modern Europe, the

Going home again
takes on more
flavor when home
includes the garden
and its produce.
Columnist Combs is
encouraged to
truck some of his
runner beans
up here one
summer day.
We could eat a
lot of
popular culture,
especially with a little
fat back.

"natural" gardens of England, and the interplay
of wild and tame nature in North America.
There is quite a heritage for our lady pruning
roses and gentleman hoeing weeds. But think of
it, ye intrepid tillers of the backyard: you are
participating in a mythic practice, one that links
your bachelor's buttons and snow peas to both
primal and historical experience. Gardeners do
not reflect much on the higher meaning of gardening, but I suspect they often sense it. Gardening is not an intellectual enterprise, although
one of its joys is that it allows for what an uncle
of mine called rumination. Reflect on this the
next time you are picking strawberries or
planting marigolds.
All gardeners have a moment when they
feel the physical vitality of what they are doing.
It often comes on a July afternoon with the
summer's sun beating down, the bumblebees
buzzing, and standing amidst the color and
fecundity of your creation. You become aware in
one way or another of Dylan Thomas' "force
that through the green fuse drives the flower".
You are alive in a garden of life. Such a moment
is nothing less than edenic: you are in a natural
state independent of civilization (if you are wise,
no cell phones), feeling the poetry of what we
sense as the innocence of our ancestors who ate
only fruit and nuts and wandered an unspoiled
Earth. At the moment you feel part of the earth,
you sense your own physical continuity with
nature. The ancient writers were quite on the
mark: summer gardens are places that promote
such an ingenuous emotion, but they are also
great places to have sex. At the right moment, it
is possible to be both spiritual and carnal in a
garden. One may feel humbled as part of the natural order, but on the other hand, the bodily
juices are flowing and the green fuses push heavenward and the bees go from flower to flower ....
There is another aspect of the edenic sensation. Edens are places of refuge and respite,
quietude and circumspection, sanctuaries in
which one may indeed ruminate. A garden offers
those that inhabit them a place that at least in
their imagination is far from the madding
crowd, the machines of the house, the incessant
white noise of electronic voices, perhaps even
the fallen denizens of the household who live in
the tangled relations the garden dweller wants
to escape. Sitting on a stump in a garden on a
summer's evening invites peace into the soul,
and for a moment one forgets and forgives.
Amidst the fireflies and bats and crickets and
rustling cornstalks, it becomes easy to acquire a
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priestly smile and calmed mind, and meditation
focuses on the wonder of oregano and the
majesty of sunflowers rather than the marketplace and the election, where nothing worthwhile grows. Sitting in your own private saving
remnant makes you feel both moral superiority
over and benevolent pity for the poor striving
masses who know not the peace of the forsythia
bush nor the serenity of the beanstalk.
Gardeners are also privileged to feel part
of the organic world. Not only does the act of
gardening harken us back to an edenic state, it
also relates us to the long agricultural and pastoral experience of humankind. The people who
lived on and off the land acquired a special niche
in the human heart, perhaps because so manysensed that it was cultivation that created civilization. (There is a quite serious theory that the
transition from wandering hunter-gatherertrader bands to settled agricultural cultures was
facilitated by the discovery of beer; the incentive to stay in one place and raise crops was considerably enhanced by the prospect of drinking
the fermented brew made from grains; the
Sumerians and others made beer a staple of their
diet and gave it religious significance.)
Throughout history, the sophisticated and
urbane have seen the rural folk as part of the
order of nature, as the base of the organic hierarchy of society. Sometimes these folk were
thought quite base, with their closeness in both
dirtiness and slow-wittiness to the natural order
of animals and plants. But at others they were
thought the chosen of the Earth. One can find
this theme in Roman poets, Russian novelists,
French colonialists, Catholic missionaries, and
of course in Rousseau and the Romantics. (Even
Pope, ensconced in his London townhouse,
could wax eloquent about the superior life of the
folk: "Happy the man whose wish and care/A
few paternal acres bound,/Content to breathe
his native air/On his own ground.") One can
imagine that Irish or Russian or Mexican peasants were astonished at the idea that agricultural
or pastoral toil was anything more than that. But
gardeners know that they are cultivating virtue
and not merely compost.
The gardener likes to think that she or he
is a part of the earthly Chosen. Americans in particular have their own mythology about the Jeffersonian yeoman. The "agrarian ideal" runs
throughout our history, and politicians still extol
the virtues of that rapidly vanishing institution,
the family farm. (The family farm has been
superseded in many places not only by agribusi-
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ness but also the minifarm, where the owners
work at various jobs but keep a few acres for
grazing, tobacco allotments, and perhaps a crop
here and there, and an elaborate garden.) You
can always figure that something is passing into
history when it becomes an item of political
rhetoric, so the family farm is honored now in
much the same way as the nuclear family, the
mom-and-pop business, and voting. Politicians
have not yet discovered the gardener vote, but
they should : we could become a vast constituency, the heirs to the agrarian ideal and the
keepers of the organic theory of society. Gardeners succeed peasants as the vessel of organic
virtue, since now we cultivate the social garden.
The "garden of the world" continues in our back
yard, and the plow that broke the plains is
replaced by our tiller.
The gardener, then, is now our keeper of
the land. There is, I gather, a vast literature on
gardening as the "minaturization" of the
agrarian ideal, much of it including the notion
that gardening is edifying for the soul. More
recently, however, the organic view (obviously
exemplified in organic gardening) has moved
from a moral to a social theme. Gardeners, I suspect, could be the backbone of a Green movement. In many gardening circles, there is openly
stated abhorrence to corporate petrochemicals,
bioengineering, suburban development of farmland, and all practices that disrupt the natural
order of things. It is likely no accident that the
gardening boom flourished at precisely the time
that nature is most threatened by forces of
destruction. The avocation of gardening contains the seed of a populist revolt against the
garden centers with their harsh chemicals and

them the larger view of things, a sense of responsibility for the fate of the entire Earth, and not
just their tiger lilies and Bartlett pears. Those
who think that gardeners cannot be so committed haven't heard their most earnest and eloquent voices. These people are no longer the
pathetic figure of Millet's "Man with the Hoe."
Hoers of the world, unite! You have nothing to
lose but your pollutants! Gaia is not the palest of
the gods.
But it is the third dimension of the gardening experience that in the long run is likely
the most consequential: the aesthetic. Gardeners
are not only creators of edenic refuges and
agents of organic cultivation, they are also proponents of beauty. Perhaps aesthetic standards
have declined in other areas of society (such as
television programming, architectural design,
and political advertising), but gardening circles
keep up the eternal fight against sheer ugliness.
Urban sprawl, suburban blandness, and rural
neglect all raise the aesthetic ire of the beautification brigade: the world is ugly, and should be
made lovely. The world may never be an eden
again and we may never learn to cultivate the
social garden properly, but at least we can put
some flowers out, plant some trees, and put gardens in vacant lots. At the very least, the world
can be made a little less dreary and grotesque. In
the United States alone, the spread of ugliness is
such that the beautifiers have their work cut out
for them. But they can draw inspiration from the
worldwide network of gardens and gardeners,
all of whom share the sensibility that the world
at its best is a beautiful garden.
In this sense, then, gardening is a civilizing
force, a sign of individual and social maturation.

harmful fertilizers, the Dr.Frankensteins at Dow

Like myself when young, many young people

and Monsanto fooling around with Mother
Nature, and the politicians who are paid by the
interests to keep the environmental destruction
going full blast. Gardeners may come to see
themselves as the legitimate guardians of the
Earth's integrity and fecundity, and extend their
husbandry from their owg little plot to the care
I I I) j•l '
of the blessed plot ot he planet itself. The
System has less to fear from socialism than it
does from horticulture. (A future Green coalition could have some
unlikely partners-not only gardeners, but also
farmers, ranchers, timberers, hunters and fishermen, hikers and climbers, and the ultimate
naturalists, birders.) Their organic perspectivethe conservation of the land, the rhythms of the
seasons, the cycles and limits of nature-gives

still find gardening a bore. Perhaps it is a mature
pleasure, but universally it is one that has the
salutary consequence of propagating not only
flowers and vegetables but also an aesthetic standard that implies the unity of nature and culture
in a lovely pattern. An individual, and a society,
is mature when she or he appreciates the civility
implicit in the metaphor of the garden, and cultivates both the harmony and the gentility that
flows from the practice and praise of gardening.
(It was no less than Horace Walpole, in his 1780
essay "The History of the Modern Taste in Gardening" who saw the link between the development of English landscape design and the
growth of British political liberties.) Perhaps at
base civility is not something that is altogether
rational, but rather aesthetic: if one values and

surrounds oneself with natural and cultured
beauty, this then teaches habits of pacificity and
sensibility. The truest garden of earthly delights
finds joy in the blooming of a rose bush and
peace in the scent of oregano. A good civil order
produces fruitful results, and nothing reminds
of that daily as much as the presence of beautiful
things growing.
In the final analysis, gardening perpetuates
that most civil and mature of emotions: hope.
At every uncertain moment of individual or
social life, there is the potential to abandon hope
for despair. Living with hopelessness, as Camus
once pointed out, is for most people extremely

A MEMORY OF TULIPS
Love,
when our lives, once bright
and sudden as rain turn amber,
as photos in albums,
and our thoughts play like shadows
on leaves;
when we wake in the silence of our rooms
to roots burrowing blindly to their own music
and feel a river flowing in our veins
bearing grief and hope away
as the heart releases the blood,
saving nothing,
regretting nothing;
when the years drown in the cool deeps
of memory
and the hand strikes suddenly
at the last flower,
let us touch in the dark
as last dreams fall like light
on the shoulders of the saints
and we become constant as space,
a memory of tulips.

J. T. Ledbetter
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difficult. Gardening gives credence to holding
out hope, since eventually it does rain, and the
heat wave passes, and the buttercups return, and
the seasons heal the wounds of the land and the
soul. Andrew Marvell's "green Thought in a
green Shade" always includes an optimistic
strain, the impulse to believe in the future of the
Earth and of life itself. It is good to have green
thoughts of green shade in February, when the
anticipation of one more Spring and one more
cycle of growth and harvest is most acute. I saw
a robin yesterday and the seed catalogs have
arrived. The heart soars.
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faithfulness in doubt and the miracle of grace

Fredrick Barton

If you want to know about faith, don't bother with what the seminary professors say, don't try to find instruction in a religious library, talk to people who know faith and put it into practice, talk to those most derided of
Christians, talk to the snakehandlers. -Will D. Campbell

When I had dinner recently with a college
professor friend who was in New Orleans for an
academic conference, she told me of her blackjack winnings at our city's new casino just a few
blocks from her hotel. She had won six hundred
dollars in two sessions of gambling. I chided her
for playing for such high stakes, but she boasted
of her gambling skills and asked if I wanted her
to show me her system later that evening. I told
her no, and when she persisted in trying to persuade me, I told her the story of my having
gotten in serious trouble when I was in college,
gambling for stakes I couldn't cover. I explained
that in a desperate moment I had prayed to God
that if I escaped from a devastatingly tight spot,
I would never gamble again. With a flash of
improbable luck and the support of some
friends, I did escape, and I informed her that I
kept my promise not to gamble again.
My friend's response to that story was to
scoff, "You don't believe in God." When I
protested that I did, she replied, "Oh come on."
Only when I reaffirmed my religious faith a third
time did she relent and only then with a scowl of
incredulity, obviously wondering if I weren't
playing a pointless joke on her.
I do believe in God, but that fact often
proves perplexing to many of my intellectual
friends. Often for thinking people, people of
education, people satisfied that the existence of
the universe can be explained by science, people
thoroughly aware of the long and on-going list
of atrocities perpetrated by believers in the name
of their religion-for many such people, the
notion of God is senseless and even offensive.

And I understand that. For I share their concerns
about the way the self-righteousness of religious
practice has manifested itself in bad rather than
good throughout the course of human history.
Moreover, when I approach the notion of God
the way my atheist friends do, I reach the same
conclusion they do: that the concept of God is
illogical, that the complicated theological constructs of the world's great religions are like
mansions on a movie set, just elaborate facades
behind which there stands nothing whatsoever.
Early in my college career I was flummoxed by
the power of my intellect to reduce religious
faith to mere superstition. And though I came
eventually to understand that faith can never be
housed in the intellect but only in the stronger
vessel of the spirit, I continue to doubt. I'm sure
I always will. In times of drift and in times of
despondency, doubt always rears its head. And
yet my faith, I find, is like those joke birthdaycake candles. It can't be blown out. My need for
God is far stronger than the flimsy power of my
own mind.
Because we yearn for a judge against the
injustice and inhumanity we cannot ourselves
redress, because we hunger for virtue that always
escapes our own best intentions, because we are
conscious of both pleasure and pain, because we
are mortal and crave immortality, many of us
cling to God as our sole enduring hope, as the
only way of making emotional sense of our existence. Faith is the dike that holds back the flood
waters of despair. But against that dike doubt
pounds sometimes in raging storms, always in
the daily rising and falling tide.

For all the money
plowed into films,
we rarely see
real faith and its
problems
honestly on the
screen.
But sometimes
we're lucky, as
reviewer Barton
relates here.

1.

A woman awakes after lying in a coma for two
decades. A paralyzed man throws away his
crutches and leg braces and walks unaided. A
man blind since birth can suddenly see. Science
is mystified. But such miracles occur. And for
some, events like these are the cornerstones of
religious faith because they are seen as evidence
of God's presence and activity in the world.
Others regard such events in different ways. But
for most, God in the abstract is challenging
enough a notion. God as an active agent in
human events is more difficult still. Yet in recent
weeks American cinema has seen the release of
Paul Thomas Anderson's Magnolia, Neil
Jordan's The End of the Affair, and Agnieszka
Holland's The Third Miracle, three narratively
dissimilar films pursuing the same theme that
God is in our midst, hearing our prayers, seeking
to save us from ourselves.
Based on the Richard Vetere novel and
adapted for the screen by Vetere and John
Romano, The Third Miracle takes faith and miracle head on. A nine-year-old girl named Maria
suffers from lupus. She will not live long and
what life she knows will be painful. Moreover,
we discover, she is being horribly abused by her
mother who jabs her arms and legs with the
glowing ends of lit cigarettes. The only comfort
the little girl knows is that of Helen O'Regon
(Barbara Sukowa), a selfless and kind aide at her
parish church. When Helen dies, Maria prays
for release at a statue outside her church. The
child's prayer asks that Helen bring her suffering
to God's attention. When it begins to rain, the
eyes of the statue run red, and the kneeling child
is covered with blood. Shortly later, she is diagnosed as cured of her lupus. Is this a freak accident and strange coincidence, both of which will
yield to scientific analysis, or is this a true miracle, the intercession of a saint?
These are the questions that Father Frank
Shore (Ed Harris) must ponder as he accepts his
Bishop's appointment as postulator, the Catholic
church official directed to investigate allegations
of miracle. Father Frank is a serious and decent
man. But as we meet him, he's in a crisis of
doubt. He has, in fact, given up church employment and now lives in a shelter for the homeless.
Frank's crisis is the product of an earlier investigation where a congregation thought their
deceased pastor was a saint and was performing
miracles for those in their membership. Frank
was skeptical, but when he witnessed a badly
crippled man suddenly able to walk, he was
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almost convinced. Then he discovered that the
beloved priest had committed suicide. Revealing
the cherished pastor as a suicide damaged the
faith of many in the congregation, and Frank left
the experience wondering if his actions could
conceivably be God's will, wondering far more
seriously if there were a God to permit his
actions. Naturally, then, Frank has no desire to
investigate the possible sainthood of Helen
O'Regon. But he realizes that if can prove
Maria's cure a true miracle, he will restore his
own wavering faith.
Frank's research on Helen quickly leads
him to interview her daughter Roxane (Anne
Heche) who not only doesn't believe her mother
was a saint, but isn't even convinced Helen was
a good person. Roxane has never forgiven her
mother for abandoning Roxane at age sixteen so
Helen could devote her life to church service.
Moreover, Frank learns that Maria at age seventeen has become a prostitute and a junkie.
Maria's mother says contemptuously of her
daughter's cured lupus, "God wasted a miracle."
And then, when Frank interviews Maria herself,
he learns that the child prayed to Helen not to
be saved but to be allowed to die. At first all
these revelations seem to suggest that Frank will
once again have to recommend against sainthood. The film takes an interesting additional
twist when we learn how Frank entered the
priesthood in the first place. When his father was
gravely ill, Frank promised God to become a
priest if his father recovered. His father did,
miraculously it seemed, so Frank took his vows.
And then his father died shortly later. Little
wonder that Frank is plagued by doubt.
A sexual flirtation which develops between
Frank and Roxane has the advantage of illustrating that celibacy is church policy, not divine
decree, but for the most part this abortive
romance draws us away from the film's real concerns. A dalliance with Roxane is treated here
like a temptation, but after all, Frank need not
be a priest to be a man of faith. Elsewhere, I
think the film needlessly portrays Bishop Cahill
(Charles Haid) as cold and contemptuous of the
struggle for faith waged by the average lay
person. The character of Archbishop Werner
(Armin MuellerStahl), meanwhile, is a complete
puzzle. Werner is Rome's representative to the
tribunal on Helen's sainthood. We haven't a clue
why he is so doggedly antagonistic to the idea
that Helen might be a saint, why his objections
to her veneration are so scornful or why his
broadsides against Frank's advocacy are so per-

sonal. In short, Werner and Cahill seem to
belong to a different story, one about church corruption and the arrogant abuse of ecclesiastical
power, rather than one about the profound difficulty of believing that which defies logic. In
sum, The Third Miracle isn't a perfect film. But it
is a searching one. For the most part it asks good
questions. Critically, it doesn't treat doubt as sin.
And at its best it suggests the inherent faithfulness of the struggle with doubt.
11.

The End of the Affair ponders such important
questions as the nature of love, the healing magic
of of forgiveness and the twisting course of faith.
Based on the Graham Greene novel and written
for the screen and directed by Neil Jordan, The
End of the Affair is the story of a torrid extramarital romance that all in a moment gives
bloom to spiritual conversion. The setting moves
back and forth between the war-torn Britain of
1939-1944 and a subsequent year of dislocation
as Europe tries to adjust to peace. In 1946, after
a two-year estrangement, well-connected English novelist Maurice (pronounced Morris) Bendrix (Ralph Fiennes) becomes reacquainted with
Henry Miles (Stephen Rea), a high-ranking official in the British government. Maurice and
Henry first met in the middle 1930s, and several
years later the writer began to have an affair with
the minister's wife Sarah Gulianne Moore} with
whom he broke up in 1944. Now Maurice finds
that Henry is suspicious Sarah is involved with
someone else. Pretending to act on Henry's
behalf, Maurice engages a private detective
agency to have Sarah followed. And as the
cockney gumshoe Mr. Parkis (Ian Hart} begins
to bring Maurice reports of Sarah's activities, the
writer recalls the days of their five-year affair.
Until her involvement with Maurice, Sarah
and Henry maintain a correct marriage, loyal,
cordial, fond even, but without a hint of passion.
They are genial hosts for huge dinner parties.
They treat each other with kindness and respect.
But whatever sexual relationship they ever
enjoyed has long since ended completely. Henry,
it seems, does not miss the physical connection,
but Sarah does, and when she falls in love with
Maurice, they know repeated stolen afternoons
of carnal rapture.
.
Despite Sarah's frequent declarations that
her heart belongs solely to Maurice, she refuses
to leave Henry, returning to their home every
night, standing by his side at every public occasion. Maurice becomes increasingly impatient

with this arrangement, and gradually his relationship with Sarah frays . They begin to spend
as much time arguing about Sarah's loyalty to
Henry as they do enjoying one another's company. In an erotically charged scene which is at
once sad and fraught with tension, Maurice
dresses Sarah as she prepares to go home. He's
jealous of her stockings, he says, because they
get to embrace her legs for hours, jealous of the
button on her garter belt because it gets to serve
her all the while she's dressed, jealous of her
shoes because they carry her away from him and
back to her husband. In short, Maurice is jealous
of Sarah's cuckolded husband, jealous of all the
incidental time they spend together, preparing
for the day each morning, dining, attending to
errands, etc. Sarah protests that despite her
staunch determination to remain married to
Henry, she loves only Maurice and she will love
only him forever. But he is not mollified.
And then comes the event that changes the
course of both their lives. Just after making love
one afternoon during the German rocket attack
of 1944, an explosion rips through Maurice's
apartment, knocking him down a flight of stairs
and leaving him unconscious for an unspecified
period of time. When he awakes, he finds Sarah
on her knees praying. He had not known she was
a believer, had presumed that she was, like himself, an atheist. Sarah seems relieved to find
Maurice alive, but she's otherwise mysteriously
distant. And shortly later, the affair ends amid
considerable acrimony, Sarah vague but resolute
that she must stop seeing Maurice, he angry,
bitter and vindictive.
As any competent fiction writer knows, it
is easier to convey conflict than harmony, easier
to depict hatred than love. That's probably why
Jordan doesn't even try to establish the virtues
Sarah and Maurice identify in each other. They
meet, they are beautiful, and they fall in love.
That there are reasons to cherish each other, we
must take for granted. Comparably, explaining
Henry's emotional blankness would likely have
required far more back-story than Jordan
deemed worthy. So we must simply accept the
blandness of Henry's personality and the coolness of his affect. He is the kind of man you want
to run your business, calm, intelligent, efficient
and thorough. He is probably the kind of man
you want in your foxhole in that he thinks before
he acts and stands by those to whom he owes
allegiance. He is not, however, the kind of man
you'd want to go drinking with, and he's obviously not the kind of man a woman would want

for her bedmate. Why Henry is so emotionless
we never discover, but Stephen Rea's hangdog
portrayal makes clear he is a man almost utterly
empty of enthusiasm for anything.
I fear that Jordan overworks his visual
metaphor of rain. Surely London would wash
directly into the Thames if it were hit with a
storm which lasted, as this one seems to do, for
years. In addition, I wish that the story didn't
ultimately resort to having one of its major characters die as a mechanism for resolving its narrative and thematic complications. I also regret
that the revelation of certain secrets require the
hoary device of a pilfered diary. And I couldn't
quite make out the purpose of the Reverend
Smythe Uason Isaacs). Yes, of course, he's
Sarah's confessor and defender. But the nature
of her religious impulse is almost completely
divorced from the institution of the church, so
Smythe seems not only unnecessary but incorrect.
Otherwise, however, I do think the film
handles its plotting quite nicely. The filmmakers
score an important point early on by establishing
that the accumulation of evidence doesn't
always point directly to the truth. And at its most
powerful moments, the film offers keen insights
about the way humans discover God. We cry out
to God in times of need. We wish for miracles.
We offer whispers of thanks for undeserved
good fortune. We pray when no other action is
possible. And sometimes prayers are answered
precisely as we wish them to be. Henry finds
God through a love of which he didn't know
himself capable. And through love he accomplishes the grace of forgiveness. Sarah finds God
through the helplessness of yearning. She
doesn't find clarity, and she attains only limited
strength. But she recognizes the refuge of selfsacrifice on the road to redemption. Maurice
finds God in the oddest way of all, through rejection and defiance. And it's the genius of this film
that it makes us understand Maurice's defiance
of God not as a conclusion but as a radical turnabout. Being angry at God is a common human
phenomenon. Yet, ironically, it can become the
first step in knowing God's embrace.
111.

The best of these three worthy films is the one
written and directed by Paul Thomas Anderson.
Magnolia is epic in scope, but it is structured
more like a story cycle than a novel. Rather than
focused on a single protagonist, its narrative is
spread equally among eleven characters, some
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of whom are only tangentially connected and
who never interact. Earl Partridge Uason
Robards) is a successful television producer who
lies dying of cancer. He is bitterly estranged from
his grown son Frank Mackey (Tom Cruise) who
has made a fortune running offensively misogynistic self-help seminars for men about how to
seduce and dominate women. Earl's young wife
Linda Uulianne Moore) has turned a lot of Earl's
care over to a male nurse, Phil Parma (Philip Seymour Hoffman). One of Earl's greatest successes
is the thirty-year run of a quiz program called
"What Do Kids Know?," which has been hosted
for all three decades by seemingly genial family
man Jimmy Gator (Philip Baker Hall). Jimmy's
loving, loyal wife Rose (Melinda Dillon) either
overlooks or is unaware of his habitual philandering. And like Earl, Jimmy is bitterly estranged
from his adult child, his daughter Claudia
(Melora Walters). Claudia has a serious drug
problem, which brings her to the attention of
Los Angeles patrolman Jim Kurring Uohn C.
Reilly). Jim is not the most technically effective
police officer; he fails to notice the evidence of
Claudia's drug abuse, identifying her instead as
a romantic opportunity. Meanwhile, currently
wowing audiences on "What Do Kids Know?" is
young Stanley Spector Ueremy Blackman), a
sixth-grade genius whose troubled father Rick
(Michael Bowen) is far too interested in the
boy's mental prowess and far too little concerned with the child's emotional fragility. We
have every reason to worry that Stanley may
some day end up like Donnie Smith (William H.
Macy), a quiz kid star in his own youth but an
abject failure as a middle-aged man.
In the early going of this three-hour, tenminute film, Anderson sets out to defy our
expectations, in the process developing his characters in far greater depth than movies commonly dare. Just as we often err in leaping to
conclusions based on first impressions, we make
presumptions about the people we meet here at
considerable intellectual peril. We feel immediate pity for Earl in his enfeebled state, but later
we learn that twenty years ago he abandoned a
wife who also lay dying with cancer. In contrast,
when Earl falls asleep and Phil instantly calls a
delivery service for copies of Playboy, Penthouse, and Hustler, we presume him insensitive
to his patient, indecent even. But then we discover that Phil is trying to find a phone number
where he might be able to alert Frank that his
father is dying. Comparably, when Linda makes
an appointment to see Earl's lawyer about

changing his will, we expect that she's trying to
improve her standing. Quite the opposite.
The film continues this way with its other
characters. When Jimmy visits Claudia and she
curses him out, we think she's the cruel one. But
we're wrong. Because Jim mumbles a mantra
about wanting to do good, we suspect he's about
to commit some act of violation when he arrives
to investigate a domestic disturbance at the
home of a comically outraged black matron. But
then we discover that Jim is the film's moral
center. An average man, hardly perfect, only
moderately bright, Jim has known failure and he
has known suffering. His acumen is not the
keenest, and his judgment is sometimes suspect.
But his desire to do good is genuine. What he
lacks in mental candle power, he makes up for
with the wisdom of true decency.
Some viewers may grow weary of trying to
distill a plot that Anderson has never devised.
And there's no question that some of this gifted
writer/director's decisions here are questionable. He begins the film with three real life
examples of bizarre events: Three men are executed for killing the druggist in the town of
Greenberry Hill. Their names are Green, Berry
and Hill. When a forest fire is extinguished, a
scuba diver in full aquatic gear is found in the
top branches of a tree; he was deposited there
by a fire department seaplane that had scooped
water from the lake in which he was diving. A
man tries to commit suicide by jumping off a
building, but as he's falling past a window, he's

shot and killed. A net he didn't know about
would have saved his life. The shooter, who is
indicted for murder, is his own mother. She was
shooting at his father. She thought the gun was
not loaded. The dead son loaded the gun as an
act of malice against mother and father both.
Anderson's purpose in dramatizing these
bizarre events is to illustrate that life is hardly
the orderly, explainable, predictable, cause-andeffect process we like to think it. Furthermore,
he wants to set up an outlandish (but factually
precedented) development for his picture's
climax, in which frogs fall from the sky like
grotesque hailstones. Unfortunately, the filmmaker's first three episodes would seem better
to illustrate violent serendipity than the divine
forgiveness which is his core theme. Elsewhere,
Anderson allows an instance of gun play to dissolve into frustrating translucence. Its purpose is
probably to suggest that Jim is a better man
unarmed and that God's own hand has been
raised against his use of a weapon. But the
viewer has to work too hard to arrive at such an
understanding.
These are entirely minor complaints, however. And the diminution of conventional plot is
precisely what Anderson intended. People's lives
encounter crises, but those crises don't play
themselves out in tidy three-act packages. Resolution, of a kind, is provided for some; others
are left still in process, their fates to greater and
lesser degrees uncertain. In short, Anderson is
interested in storytelling centered in character
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and theme rather than plot. He wants to reveal a
series of contemporary people in all their contradictory complication, to highlight their flaws
and to urge that God's grace extends to them,
no matter their sins. Frank is a sexist monster.
He is also a devoted son to a stricken mother and
a man desperately yearning for the love of a
father who abandoned him. Earl is a heel, a man
who .put his own comfort and pleasure above
such higher virtues as duty, loyalty and paternity.
But he is also a man who knows he has sinned
grievously and regrets it before it's too late.
Linda is a self-confessed gold digger who married an older man solely for access to his wealth.
She is redeemed by recognizing her perfidy;
more, she is redeemed by discovering love for
the man she initially sought to exploit. A jivetalking street urchin we meet named Dixon
(Emmanuel Johnson) is a hustler who tries to sell
the police information about a murder. At a critical moment, he takes advantage of someone
incapacitated and steals all her money; he also
bothers to call an ambulance.
Absolutely instructive in Anderson's determination to show the light and the dark in
everyone are the developments in Jimmy
Gator's life. Like Earl, Jimmy is dying of cancer.
His remaining days are few. Like Earl he wants
to make peace with those he has abused. But
unlike Earl, Jimmy cannot make a good act of
contrition. He confesses some of his sins but not
all. Thus, whereas Earl is first reunited with his
child and finally released from the torment of
his body, Jimmy is left alone. Bereft of love from
his family, facing an increasingly painful path
toward death, Jimmy decides to take his own
life. He raises a pistol to temple, his index finger
positioned on the trigger. And then a frog falls
through a skylight and knocks the gun away
before Jimmy can fire, the Weapon of selfdestruction almost literally slapped away by the
intervening hand of God. Jimmy is denied
release, perhaps to be damned, on the other
hand, perhaps yet to be redeemed.
Magnolia frets that parents too often
indulge themselves at the expense of their children's psychological well-being. Earl's selfishness begets Frank's sexual viciousness. Jimmy's
lack of self-control begets Claudia's helplessness.
Donnie Smith's parents' greed has left him an
emotional and occupational cripple. What fate
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lies in store for young Stanley? But Anderson is
no mere finger pointer. He offers a road to
recovery. The first step has to be remorse. But
the second, far more difficult step is that of forgiveness. Anderson obviously believes in miracles, but the one he's most interested in is the
notion of grace, that God's love for humankind
is so great it transcends inevitable human failing.
For Christians, the Apostle Paul states the proposition bluntly in Romans 3:23: ''All have sinned
and fallen short of the glory of God." And yet
central to Christian theology is the hope of
redemption, a state that cannot be earned, but
through the grace of God's forgiveness can be
accepted. And crucially embodied in that requisite contrition lies Jesus's instructions in the
Lord's Prayer to reflect God's forgiveness of our
own trespasses by forgiving "those who have
trespassed against us." Clinging to this theology,
without including a single image of a church,
Anderson submits that his retinue of inherently
sinful characters can know the blessing of salvation without hearing the utterance of even a syllable by a cleric.

tv.
I was raised a Baptist, so I do not have, much less
fully understand, the Catholic tradition of
saintly intercession. I do not believe in saints in
the way Catholics do, and I do not believe in
miracles the way Catholics do. I do not believe
in statues which cry human blood. But I do
believe that God acts in this world and that the
example of Jesus teaches us that the road to salvation is paved with olive branches of forgiveness. And I believe in the power of prayer. I have
prayed the kind of prayer that Sarah Miles prays
for her stricken lover. I identify with Frank
Shore's prayer to be worthy of blessings and
responsibilities, his prayer for the knowledge of
the right course of action and the strength to
take it. And I also identify with Frank's persistent doubt. For I understand wavering faith and
a desire to know God more certainly. I understand the yearning for confirmation. I understand it in the way I understand my friend Will
Campbell's yearning to know the faith of those
who would take writhing vipers into their hands
and raise them to heaven in praise of their
maker. f

Ross, Stephanie. What Gardens Mean.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1998.

What Gardens Mean poses a question about art and aesthetics that has
only recently become recognized: Can
gardens be included in the category of
artworks, and if so, how does that affect
our understanding of art and gardens?
Ross' approach to the problem is significant not only because it forwards a
position in favor of including as an artform a practice and object long forgotten by many, but because the inclusion and evaluation of gardens as art
provides insight into some fundamental
questions of aesthetics.
In the first chapter, Ross
approaches the immediate and standard
questions that one would expect from a
work trying to set out a philosophy of
art: what is art? How can one know
whether an object in question is art?
How can problems in the various definitions of art be solved? Additionally,
Ross defines the problems and significance specific to gardens alone.
Gardens, according to Ross, take
many forms and serve many purposes.
They range from the grand landscape
gardens of Britain to kitchen gardens to
Zen rock gardens. They tell stories,
impress with their beauty, inspire meditation, symbolize paradise, and even
yield food and medicine. Because of the
great diversity in the forms and purposes of gardens, however, it is natural
to ask what features are essential to gardens and especially gardens that are to
be included as artworks. She begins this
consideration by responding to the definition offered in an earlier work: The
Garden as an Art by Mara Miller.
There, a garden is defined as "any purposeful arrangement of natural objects
(such as sand, water, plants, rocks, etc.)
with exposure to the sky or open air, in

which the form is not fully accounted
for by purely practical considerations
such as convenience." Ross responds
that many of Miller's qualifications
seem arbitrarily restrictive, particularly
pointing out that greenhouses and conservatories may have the artistic qualities of gardens but lack the exposure to
open air that Miller requires.
Faced with the difficulty of finding
the necessary and sufficient conditions
for something being a garden, Ross
turns away from a conventional definition and makes the now conventional
move to Ludwig Wittgenstein's family
resemblance analysis. Wittgenstein's
suggestion about many classes of
objects is that we know each of the
members not by the satisfaction of certain conditions, but because of a
"family resemblance" with other members of the class. This approach to the
definition of "garden" seems more successful than most others, since it allows
for the great diversity found in the
styles and purposes of gardens while
clearly not allowing everything to be
considered a garden.
Despite the success of finding a
working definition of garden, Ross
admits of two puzzling questions that
cannot be solved by reference to this
"family resemblance" definition. The
first is the problem of change and identity. Miller's work called into question
what changes in a garden would be sufficient to change it from one garden to
another. Miller's conclusion was that
spatial location was the one necessary
consideration for the identity of a
garden, but Ross objects that most gardens (including Miller's example of the
garden at Stowe) undergo traceable and
distinct stages and designs. Ross suggests that since one can see a different
character in the garden at Stowe from
one designer to another, the garden has
not remained the same throughout his-

tory, and different gardens have occupied that space at different times.
The second remaining problem in
identifying gardens as art is one of artifactuality. In order for something to
qualify as art, many theories contend,
there must be an element of human
molding and control over the finished
product. This finished product is an
"artifact"-the result of human labor
and design. Gardens pose a problem
because this artifact is never finished
and never fully the result of human control alone.
In order to determine whether
artifactuality is indeed a requirement
for categorization as art, Ross turns
next to the definition of "art" itself. She
quickly dismisses most historical definitions of art because they attempt to
limit the function and value of art to
one particular concept, and decides to
accept a version of the definition
advanced by George Dickie that an artwork is "(1) an artifact, (2) a set of the
aspects of which has had conferred
upon it the status of candidate for
appreciation by some person or persons
acting on behalf of a certain social institution (the artworld.)" Ross amends
this definition by pointing out that certain exceptions and limitations need to
be attached to the definition in order
for it to work. The definition of "artifact" must be expanded in some way to
include nonmaterial works found in
music or performance art. The concept
of appreciation by a social institution
concerned with aesthetic value needs
clarification along the lines of what sort
of appreciation is to be relevant and
which individuals are members of that
institution and what sorts of objects
may be considered art. Without these
clarifications, Dickie's definition of art
faces the problem that literally anything
can be defined as art.

Ross does not believe that art can
be classified based solely upon Dickie's
theory, however. She also appeals to
Richard Wollheim and Arthur Danto in
suggesting that not all artworks will
have the character of artworks at all historical periods. The forms of art, and
the way art forms are evaluated, are a
product of the history of art and cannot
be ascribed a timeless artistic value.
Ross points out that modern and
abstract art would be unintelligible to
the artworld of centuries ago, since
accepting it as art requires a background knowledge about the environment and profession in art that made it
a candidate for artistic appreciation.
Finally in her consideration of the
definition of art, Ross suggests six problems that any satisfactory definition of
art must address: First, it must be able
to allow aesthetic appreciation of
objects beyond art, while not including
everything aesthetically valuable as art.
Some natural elements are unquestionably beautiful, but not apparently
works of art in a traditional sense.
Therefore, art cannot simply be "whatever has aesthetic value." Second, it
must give a description of "found
art"-objects not created for aesthetic
appreciation that can be designated as
candidates for such appreciation. It
needs to explain the historicity of art,
as some works of art are recognizable
as such only because of the time period
in which they are presented. It has to
allow for originality, so that the "rules"
that govern the art world can be pushed
and redrawn. It needs to allow for multiple and changing interpretations of art
works. Finally, any definition of art
must include standards by which to
judge art in value. Not all art can be
considered equally valuable.
To conclude the foundational
work on the philosophy of art, Ross
presents the characteristics of gardens
that make their inclusion as art problematic. Obviously not all gardens may
be included as works of art, and this is a
characteristic that few other art forms
share. A greater percentage of any other
class included occasionally as an art
work actually is an art, while herbal
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gardens and windowsill flowerbeds and
many other types of gardens are clearly
not artworks. Additionally, artworks, as
Danto suggests, are interpreted things.
In order for gardens to be included in
the art world, they too must demand
some interpretation. Two more problems are raised by Mara Miller. First,
gardens are never "complete," they
always demand maintenance and a
struggle against the natural forces that
can interfere with a gardener's design.
Second, since gardens are constantly
growing and changing, there is no fundamental core of the garden that
remains the same. Since the garden is
always changing, it is obviously unique
and distinct from any other garden, but
Miller suggests that their lack of any
unchanging identity makes gardens too
unique to be artworks themselves.
To answer these difficulties, Ross
argues that none of these arguments are
sufficient to disqualify gardens as art.
Improvisational music is just as unique
as a garden, as are specific performances of drama or dance. Dickie's definition of art similarly allows for some
gardens to transition from art to nonart
and vice-versa. The constantly
changing nature of gardens poses no
threat to the position that gardens may
at some times be considered works of
art. When gardens are designed consciously as artworks or come to be evaluated in artistic terms, it seems unproblematic to include them in the art
world.
From this foundation, Ross leaves
the consideration of what art is and
what gardens are and turns to a historical account of gardens as an art form.
Specifically, Ross structures her historical account around 18th century
British landscape gardens and, at the
height of their popularity, their unquestioned status as art works.
Ross' grasp of the story of the rise
of gardens in British culture presents an
important background for understanding why gardens came to be held
in such high esteem. Exposure to gardens on a broad basis came first from
the "grand tour" in which students finishing their training would travel

throughout Europe. While these tours
generally loosed upon the continent a
large number of unruly youths, the
ideas brought back to England began to
turn interest towards new arts, particularly landscape painting with classical
content. Eventually, England joined the
other European countries in teaching
the arts and gardeners began to realize
the potential of recreating the scenes in
landscape paintings in the natural
world. Gardening became elevated to
the status of other arts within English
culture.
Ross' ability to include gardening
among the arts still faces a major challenge beyond its acceptance in the artworld at some point in time. She next
turns to the question of how gardens
can be said to perform the same sort of
work that other types of art do. Her
basis for this task is a quotation by
Horace Walpole that "Poetry, Painting,
and Gardening, or the Science of Landscape, will forever by men of Taste be
deemed Three Sisters, or The Three
New Graces who dress and adorn
Nature." The central part of her work
then compares the content and form of
gardens to those of poetry and painting
in order to show that gardens have very
similar purpose and expressive power.
First she compares gardens to
poetry. Despite strong connections
between landscape gardens and the
content of poems (for example, the
garden at Stourhead and the Aeneid,)
Ross points out a few complexities that
may suggest a difference in expressive
abilities between the two art forms.
Gardens often lack all the evidence necessary in order to verify what the message or intent behind their creation is.
This results in multiple interpretations
in ways that poetry does not always
allow. Finally, it would appear that gardens are incapable of categorization by
particular styles or genres. Ross suggests that part of this is due to the recent
beginning of examining gardening as
art in a historical context, but admits
that the variable and changing natural
elements in gardens may make the concept of genre and style untenable.

The comparison between paintings
and gardens seems much more natural.
Ross points out the ability of paintings
to imitate or copy nature, and presents
historic examples of gardeners using
landscape to imitate and copy painting.
She suggests that gardens may be just as
good at representing their subject
matter as paintings, since they reflect
properties of the subjects they represent
just as easily as paintings might.
Ross continues to examine ways in
which gardens and paintings may be
related. Her first consideration is the
concept of the picturesque. The picturesque suggests a quality of aesthetic
experience found in landscape that suggests its appropriateness as a subject of
a painting or picture. Some gardens do
in fact seem planned around the presentation of specific views, just as some
contain many references to elements of
poetry. Some gardeners even seem to
have consciously modeled their work
after a particular painting or painter.
After analyzing a number of theories
about the picturesque, Ross concludes
that the greatest amount of similarity
between painting and landscape, since
painting most often appeals to the
beauty of ideal elements while the picturesque often finds its value in the particulars of a unique view, is that some
of the same critical elements of color,
light, shade, and space are common to
the creation of both. Because of this,
the picturesque fails to provide any
helpful connection between the
meaning of paintings and the meaning
of gardens.
Finally, Ross turns to another subject common to the philosophy of art:
the experience of art from the perspective of the audience. Following the
eighteenth-century philosophical tradition of dividing the process of experience into sense, imagination, and experience, Ross suggests that gardens and
gardening work to engage all three elements. Gardeners, like painters, use
their understanding of the senses to
create appealing combinations of colors
and grand views, and use techniques of
arrangement and color to create illusions of depth and scale. Imagination is

engaged as the garden presents landscapes as if they were natural. Perhaps
more than any other artist, the gardener
presents to the audience a believable
representation of reality, but one that is
designed to appeal to certain tastes and
reveal beauty. This Is especially
apparent in gardens that represent the
subject of poetry. The garden stands as
an interactive representation of a mythical environment, and invites the audience to use its imagination to make the
representative experience complete.
Gardens similarly relax and allow their
audiences to escape. Building on the
idea of creating an imaginary landscape
turns the reader to the idea of understanding. A garden may explicitly make
political, moral, or philosophical statements through the use of artificial elements, but it also constructs a virtual
world of which the garden is a representation. Just as the audience is asked
to use its imagination at times to believe
the garden a truly natural landscape,
gardens also present a representation of
a complete virtual world of rest and
beauty, of which the garden itself is
merely part. By this account, even gardens with no explicit message can be
the object of intellectual reflection and
understanding, as they impress the
audience with the beauty and potential
of a different world exhibiting beauty
in its most natural form. Because gardens have the ability to engage all three
of these elements of human experience,
Ross concludes that gardens in the eighteenth century were not only examples
of art, but occupied a privileged place
among the high arts, akin to painting
and poetry.
Having established the garden's
place among the other art forms in the
eighteenth century, Stephanie Ross concludes with a return to the philosophy
of art in order to determine why it is
gardens have lost their status in the
modern art world. An initial reason is
that the costs associated with largescale landscape gardening have become
too great. Remembering that earlier
considerations about gardens as art
allowed a considerable amount of parallel between gardens and art in gen-

era!, Ross examines Danto's theory
about the death of art.
While many have theorized about
the death of particular forms of art,
Danto's theory suggests along Hegelian
lines that art will eventually develop
into its natural end. As art develops
through a series of challenges in aesthetic theory and compensates by
changing, the purpose and form of art
might be reaching a final end state.
Danto suggests that this end state is philosophy. As art becomes more and more
self-conscious and focuses more on
what art is than what art is about, it will
gradually transform itself into philosophy of art instead of art itself. Ross'
examples of artists exhibiting this trend
are the familiar examples of Duchamp
and Warhol.
Despite the messages this theory
might have for art in general, Ross concludes that gardening as an art has not
suffered from the death described by
Danto. It is hard to imagine the art of
gardening undergoing the stages of
modern art that painting, for example,
has. Instead, Ross suggests that another
possibility is that particular types of art
are replaced by others. Tapestry and
stained glass are examples of these art
forms just as gardens are. Both were
replaced when oil painting evolved as
an effective and efficient replacement
with a greater range of expressive
ability. Similarly, it would seem gardening of the eighteenth century suffered from its prohibitive costs.
Finally, Ross must explain the
types of art that have replaced gardens.
She finds replacements in landscape
architecture that molds the ground
more than cultivating it, and in the
municipal parks common in urban
areas. While these undertakings often
lack the grandeur and extravagance of
eighteenth century landscape gardens
that were once considered the close relative of painting and poetry, they continue to serve the central function of
gardens that Ross identifies: They each
examine and express and encourage
reflection upon humankind's connection with nature.

While at first this suggestion seems
tangible, there seems to be some question about the ability of these alternatives to perform all the functions that
gardens as an art work can. Contemporary environmental art and municipal
parks may be able to present natural
elements and in this way guide the audience's attention to their connection
with nature, but they seem to fail in paralleling the purposes of other forms of
high art. Ross' examples of the power
of environmental art seem to limit their
cognitive content to environmental
messages. Municipal parks seem only to
contain these messages as a result of
their audiences' interaction and neglect
of them. The variety of these messages
is quite narrow. In contrast, the power
of landscape gardens, even as Ross
describes them, has a far greater range.
Her analysis of gardens performing
work similar to painting and poetry, as
well as their ability to make statements
quite different from a basic environmentalist message, suggests that the art
forms replacing gardens have a much
more limited communicative potential.
While Stowe could make moral and
political statements beyond nature and
Stourhead could simulate the events of
the Aeneid, municipal parks and environmental art can only direct our
thinking to nature and our involvement
with it. While Ross seems to overlook
this analysis of the argument that gardens have been replaced by parks and
environmental art, the differences
between the capacities of gardens and
their replacements would add another
argument for the eventual death of art.
While many arts seem to follow
Danto's suggested pattern of becoming
increasingly self-conscious, it seems
that many others are developing or
being replaced by forms that are less
conscious, less expressive, and less
valuable.
Stephanie Ross' What Gardens
Mean advances important arguments in
the philosophy of art, but displays an
excellent understanding of the historical context of the art of eighteenth century as well. Her arguments canvass
both philosophers of art and important
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artworks in a way that allows the reader
an insight into both approaches to the
problem. Overall, What Gardens Mean
is a carefully considered historical and
philosophical look at an often overlooked form of art.
Scott Woodhouse

Lundin, Roger, Clarence Walhout, and
Anthony C. Thiselton. The Promise
of Hermeneutics. Grand Rapids,
Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1999.
When my uncle, a country parson,
handed on to me from my reverend
grandfather's library Johann J. Rambach's 1743 edition of Sacred
Hermeneutics, I found a quick moment
of family pride. Their having kept the
book-a big tome in Latin, presuming
the reader's familiarity with Hebrew
and Greek and traditional biblical commentary-attested to their regard for a
learned ministry in the classic Lutheran
tradition. Over the years, however, I
also derived consolation from the book.
So far as I can tell, neither good parson
read it. To paraphrase (loosely) Goethe:
"Life and love are green, my son, and
theory is grey." Faithful pastors educated in the insularity and understandable parochialism of their own times,
they were too busy ministering to
mostly German immigrants and their
children. Yet, today, when concern
about interpretation theory has become
vital to serious theological or professional study, I believe they would have
welcomed and worked through The
Promise of Hermeneutics. For this
book, a revised and expanded sequel to
The Responsibility of Hermeneutics
(1985), combines theory with practice
in some remarkably helpful ways.
In an extended first part, Roger
Lundin, professor of English at
Wheaton College, surveys why he
believes we have come to some of the
impasses in interpretation theory we
find ourselves in today. Lundin traces
the melding of the subjective individu-

alism of the Reformation with the epistemological consequences of Rene
Descartes' discarding of tradition to
find some source of certainty for the
knowing self. The good news about the
movement, which Lundin also associates with a broadly understood Romanticism, is the emphasis placed on the
individual and the generating powers of
the human imagination. The bad news
is that radical emphasis on the individual and human autonomy, with its
discarding of tradition, has led from a
kind of self-fathering to an orphan
status. As he puts it, "The delight of
autonomy gradually turns into the
terror of abandonment." Lundin fills
out his description of the situation with
three literary outcasts or orphans-Ishmae! of Melville's Moby-Dick, Ivan of
Dostoyevsky's Brothers Karamazov,
and Charles Bon of Faulkner's
Absalom, Absalom! Each orphaned
character is searching for a father, for
an anchor point, for some kind of orientation or place in the world. On the
level of theory, we can see the problem
in the polarization Lundin sets up
between the "lntentionalists," who seek
to replicate the author's original
intended meaning and the "allegorists,"
who assume radical indeterminacy of
meaning in a given text and who sever
the text from the feeding tubes of the
author's ego. The weakness of the
intentionalist is too blithely to assume
the overcoming of the historical and
cultural gaps between past and present
cultural horizons. Of the allegorist to
leave us in the chaos of individual interpretive wills. In directing us through
the maze, Lundin provides the reader
with one of the better synoptic descriptions and explanations of interpretation
theory in the past twenty years or more.
He offers, for example, one of the rarer
treatments of Hans Georg Gadamer 's
explication of the role of prejudice in
interpretation since Enlightenment
times. Gradually, using insights from
Gadamer, Paul Ricoeur, and C. S.
Lewis, Lundin directs us to a model of
friendship in a productive interpretive
circle.
Lundin quotes Ricoeur:
"hermeneutics proceeds from a prior

understanding of the very thing it tries
to understand by interpreting it." In
other words, because human experience must be understood and communicated through language, to enter that
productive circle is to become part of
the complex dialogue between and
among texts and traditions, the traditions including sometimes disparate
interpretations of a common text. And
such a necessarily human predicament,
rather than leaving us in skepticism or
despair or in a futile seeking after misplaced sources of certainty, sparks in us
both hope and promise. As the three
authors remind us early in the work,
"more important than the question of
human certainty is that of divine
fidelity."
Clarence Walhout, emeritus professor of English at Calvin College, carries on Lundin's diagnosis with the constructive analysis of narrative fiction.
As is the case with the other two
authors, the argument and exposition
are close and dense at times. Any summary should serve primarily to induce
the reader to careful reading and
rereading. But to use Kenneth Burke's
terms, the "honorific" sources of Walhout's presentation include, among
others,
important contemporary
thinkers like Alasdair Macintyre,
Nicholas Wolterstorff, and Alvin
Plantinga. Macintyre reminds us once
again how our classical heritage discloses to us the basic narrative pattern
of life as we struggle to a telos or end.
From Wolterstorff we learn how
speech-act theory carries us to new
dimensions in seeing connections
between art and experience. Especially
important for Walhout is Wolterstorff's
providing a corrective to the regnant
notion that the realm of art is sharply
dislocated from human ethical action.
Wolterstorff's distinction between texts
as objects of action and texts as instruments of action is key. Walhout contends, consequently, that narrative fiction may well serve as an instrument of
action by guiding ethical behavior; that
is, the interrelationships between life
and fiction, truth and art, are much
more intertwined than theories about

art as imitation of life may suggest.
Assertions about art as a simulacrum of
reality but not reality itself, while
understandable, may overlook the
actual complications m reader
response. Walhout puts it directly:
"While we respond noetically to stories, we need more than the knowledge
of the truth in our personal journeys.
Our concerns are with actions more
than with truths, and therefore the ethical implications of stories grip us more
deeply than noetic implications." The
reader, moreover, to exercise her or his
judgment, must draw on language and
common experience to interpret the
experience of literature as well as life.
And although the fictional works may
not prescribe models for our action,
they can serve as models for our reflection. And those reflective judgments,
inchoate as they may be at times, are
based on personal beliefs. These beliefs,
in turn, are founded on norms or
values. And although these norms or
values may find warrants in what we
may call natural interpretive grounds
and thus may be disputed, "only if
hermeneutical theory and the practice
of interpretation are placed in the context of warranted beliefs [which for
Walhout through Alvin Plantinga are
ultimately rooted in supernatural
theism] will we find means for resisting
the lure (if indeed we want to resist it)
of the relativism and faddishness that
reign in contemporary textual criticism."
Accepting Lundin's diagnosis and
building on Walhout's material,
Anthony C. Thiselton, professor of
Christian theology at the University of
Nottingham, England, introduces further reasons for the promise of
hermeneutics. He expands our historical grasp of both tradition and community by applying Hans Robert Jaus'
reception theory to the fuller interpretive task. The interpreter's art becomes
a complex but a perpetually hopeful
one because interpretation needs to
relocate us in the specific time and place
at which texts were both directed to
and received by particular audiences.
And because varieties of interpretation

accompany the text, a continuing elaborate process follows. Such responsible
care for the text and for the hopefulness
that conditions our approach is
founded in the central tradition of the
Old and New Testaments.
Thiselton writes, "communicative
acts of declaration, proclamation, call,
appointment, command, and especially
of promise are constitutive of what it is
for the word of God to become operative and effective." These promises, furthermore, may come to us in secular as
well as sacred texts with "resonance,
intellectual allusions, new perspectives,
transformed horizons." They confront
us with the strangeness and otherness
of human experience. Openness to the
promises in these works provides us
with maps or routes for understanding
if not overcoming those experiences
that comprise our individual but differing stories within communities.
Thiselton amplifies some of his main
points with practical commentary on
the book of Job, The Brothers Karamazov, and selected New Testament
passages. And he introduces a Christological perspective to move the reader
to closure. Jesus, as the most human of
human beings, lived within his given
and allotted time, basing his trust "on
the pregiven promises of God and the
history of God's acts, accepts the constraints of allotted time in the present,
and understands the meaning of his life
and work within the framework of past
promise and future purpose and goal."
Such a view weaves into a pattern the
main arguments in this study. We need
to attend to the promise of hermeneutics because "it brings together issues of
personal identity, personal agency,
action, and time." It provides us, furthermore, with a stable marker that
moves both selectively and inclusively,
eliciting from its practitioners the rigors
of sound exegesis and the play of
human imagination. A hermeneutics of
promise goes beyond seeking clarity or
a "single, fully determinate meaning."
Rather it carries us into the narrative
traditions of Scripture, which transcend
our human needs to locate certainty,
even in our theories about interpre-

taton. Thus Thiselton leaves us, as he
did in the earlier and briefer volume,
with a salutary letting go: life and the
love of literature, whether sacred or
secular, are green. Attending to a text
with loving and faithful care cannot be
supplanted by the finest of grey theories. Yet it may be possible at times, as
we find in this volume, to bring both
together in productive and promising
ways.
of
Promise
Although
The
Hermeneutics may not get the kind of
wider audience it deserves, it shows us
what genuine collaborative interdisciplinary work can do. These authors not
only bring their special points of view
to a common topic, but they have inter-

acted with one another. And although
the study may serve primarily to deepen
and perhaps alter the understanding of
those who already share in the broad
Christian presuppositons that the
authors share with one another, it
offers, in an increasingly postdenominatonal age, a way of differing persuasions sharing a bit more than our
hymnody or ecumenical gestures of
common concern. I had only one reservation. I guess I would have felt happier
if the authors, forgetting the need for
symmetry, would have titled their fine
book A Hermeneutics of Promise. At
times they do use the phrases interchangeably. After all, hermeneutics is a
broad genus and a hermeneutics of

THAT GRANITE BALANCED ABOVE US
Oh, hawk, go on and dive,
we know you're hungry.
That rabbit you have your eye on
won't last long, hopping
in sparkling grass. Look at it,
nibbling as if this rocky mountain
was Disneyland, and it a star
fat tourists might stop to pet.
My wife, who won't eat
when the Discovery channel flaunts
nature flicks-lions ripping zebras,
crocodiles thrashing wildebeestswatches the bunny, so I cock
binoculars away at granite
scarred like a sphinx, a cliff
that tumbles boulders downhill
wider than this cabin. Will he dive?
she asks, far-sighted and psychic.
Slipping the strap off
around my neck, I say, I think
it's a she, but she shoves it away.
Let her eat, she says,
woman who bore four babies
in pain I can't imagine.
She's braver than me,
tougher, doesn't confuse
that bunny with Thumper,
doesn't hate that hawk,
that coyote we saw at dawn
following a scent.
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promise a species within it. Even a
Northrop Frye, who is included in the
first volume and who has struggled with
similar issues, presents an alternative
view. Yet one needs to keep in mind
Thiselton's deferring to Kevin Vanhoozer: "All hermeneutics, not simply
the special hermeneutics of Scripture, is
'theological' ... .Interpretation depends
upon the theological virtues of faith,
hope, and love ... a mutual relation of
self-giving." We get some glimpses of
that possibility here in this book.
Warren Rubel

on poetsJ.T. Ledbetter
professes English at California Lutheran University. His latest collection of poetry is Gethsemane Poems.
Recently his work was anthologized in The Best of Crosscurrents.
Walt McDonald
directs the Creative Writing program at Texas Tech University. His work has won awards from the National
Cowboy Hall of Fame as well as appearing in numerous poetry publications. In September, the University of
Notre Dame Press will release a new book of poems, All Occasions, the title of which comes from a John Donne
Christmas sermon.
Randall VanderMey
has taught literature, writing and theory for 19 years, the last 10 at Westmont College in Santa Barbara, CA.

on reviewersWarren Rubel
is enjoying a well-deserved retirement as Emeritus Professor of Humanities. His students from many years of
classes in VU's Christ College will remember learning the word "hermeneutics" from Professor Rubel.
Scott Woodhouse
is a third-year philosophy major at VU, from Bettendorf, Iowa. He took part in the study seminar
taught by Professor Kennedy during the spring of 1999.

on photographersElizabeth Wuerffel
a philosophy major and an accomplished photographer, will carry her camera with her to Eastern Europe next
year where she will likely be working for an NGO.

on coversI took these photographs near Salisbury, England at Stourhead in the early spring of 1999. Henry Hoare II, the
owner and designer of the Stourhead gardens, drew upon a knowledge of classical landscape paintings that he had
developed during his 'grand tour' of Europe in the 1730's. It has been argued that Hoare's intent in the gardens at
Stourhead was to create a three-dimensional classical painting; the influence of Claude Lorrain is unmistakable.
Entering the garden near the manor house, the visitor walks winding paths through woodlands that suddenly open
into marvelous panoramas. Thus, our back cover, a photograph of Stourhead's Pantheon, within which stand six
statues, among them Hercules and Diana. The view here is but one of the many allusions the garden makes to classical
literature and, perhaps, to Lorrain's Coast View of Delos with Aeneas. Upon the descent from the wooded heights, one
begins a circuit around the lake. Here, once more, references to Virgil's Aeneid appear, and the journey around the
lake, some maintain, represents Aeneas' own experience in chapter six of The Aeneid.
Along the garden's paths one finds architecture housing statues and busts of ancient Roman gods. In addition
to its own Pantheon, the garden lays claim to a Temple of Apollo high upon a hill overlooking the lake and the Pantheon and a Temple of Flora. The Palladian Bridge, featured on our front cover, is a copy of Palladia's bridge at
Vicenza, and spans a small portion of the southern end of the lake. From it, one can view over two-thirds of the lake
as one faces the Pantheon. Along the circuit the visitor descends into a grotto. Within that cavern-li_ke setting are
statues of a nymph and a river god peering from the dark and watery recesses of the cave, perhaps reminding the
traveler of Aeneas' own descent into the underworld. From the grotto one struggles uphill past a Gothic Cottage and
the Pantheon, upward towards the Temple of Apollo. Once there (having attained enlightenment, perhaps?), one is
treated to a spectacular view of the entire lake and garden grounds.
-Elizabeth Wuerffel
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